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ABSTRACT

The economic structure of most mining communities is often

a relatively sirnple one, consisting mainly of one or more nining

operations along with a group of support industries. These

communities, because of their dependence on the exploitation

of a natural resource which is subject to sharp fluctuations

in demand and to physical and economic depletion, are often

susceptible to periods of "boom and bust". How to quantita-

tively assess the inpact of periods of boom and bust on total

employment in a mining community is a problem faced by those

involved in the formulation of community development p1ans.

Economic base analysis and input-output analysis are two

techniques which can be used to assess the impact of an indus-

try on a communíty's economy. The focus of this practicum is

directed to the application of these techniques to the nining

community of Leaf Rapids, Manitoba.

The study shows that both techniques can be used to assess

the impact of a rise or fall in the 1evel of mine employment on

total comnunity employnent. Both techniques, however, have

advantages and disadvantages. The nain advantage of economic

base analysis over input-output analysis is that the former's

ðata requirements aTe not aS great aS the latterrS. Consequent-

Ly, the time, effort, and cost involved in an input-output study

are rnuch greateï than those involved in an economic base study.

Input-output analysís, on the other hand, has two main advantages

over economic base analysis. First, it can provide a more
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detailed description of the internal workings of a community's

economy than can the latter. Second, unlike economic base

analysis, input-output analysis can yield employment multipliers
which not only apply to specific economic activities, but which

also distinguish the short-term impact on total community employ-

ment from the long-term impact.
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CHAPTER 1

THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING

1.1 Preamble

1.1.1 The Life CYeLe of a Mine

Individuals are born, glow in both physical and psycholo-

gical stature, râture, âg€, and die. Mines, like people, also

pass through the stages of youth, ilâturity, and old age. The

four stages in the life cycle of a mine are: (1) discovery and

take-off (2) growth and maturity; (3) peak; and (4) decline

and closure. These stages are shown in Figure 1.1 '

Figure 1.1 portrays a static situation wherein the mine's

discoverable and mineable oïe t"r"t,r"r1 are finite and predict-

able. This is a somewhat oversimplified illustration of the

life cycle of a mine. In reality, the situation is a dynanic

one, and the mine's ore TeSeTVeS, while continuously being

depleted because of mining, are at the same time being repleni-

shed by two processes (as shown in Figure 7.2) .

The first of these is the discovery and delineation of

additional ore reserves. In practice, a mining company with

a large mineral deposit will rarely conpletely delineate the

lth" term "ore Teserves" refers to tha
deposit whích: t1) has been reasonably
respect to quality and quantity;.--(2)
cur-rent mining technology; and (3) can
tive market prices.

t part of a mineral
well delineated with

can be extracted with
be delivered at comPeti-
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deposit, s r"r"r'lr"r.2 Instead, it will delineate sufficient

reserves to a11ow for the efficient planning of future mining

and investment,3 and will maintain an ongoing program of

exploration and development in order to find just enough Teserves

to replace what has been mined. As a result, unless a mine is

at or near the end of its productive 1ife, its reserves' while

continuously being depleted by minitg, aTe at the same tine

being replenished by the discovery of new reserves.

2Th"t" are a number of reasons why a mining company with a large
mineral deposit will not completely del-ineate the deposit's
reserves. First, although íi is possible to estimate a de-posit's
total reserves ,rid"r todãy's económic and technologic conditions,
it is irnpossible to estinäte how much of this material would be
nineable^under the conditions of the future (McDivitt, 1957,p.31).

Secondly, when evaluating a mineral deposit, it is necessary to
discounî-the future proflts of mining to their Prgsent value
(McA11ister, !976, p.+O). The p_resent value (PV) of a sum of
money S to Ue t"ó"i'o"d n years ?rom now is determined using the
formûtal

PV= sn/ (1+ï)n
where r is the discount rate. For example, if r is 15 percent,
$i.óó of ptoiit receivedone year from now has a present value of
$õ. e7; siinilarty, 91.00 of piofit received twenty ye_ars frorn now

has a pïesent vâín" of only- $0.06. There is therefore, a.point
where ïn" cost of delineating reserves which will not be nined
for a number of years exceedð the present value of the future
profits derived from mining these reserves '

Thirdly, some governments tax reseÏves in the gr991d held by
nining' éorpaniäs (Brobst and Pratt, 197 3, p . ó ; .Tilton , I977 ,

t, 1Bi, *"i.ittg it economically advantageous, and sglnetimes
i"." tíâry, foi a mining company not to completely delineate
a depositts reserves.

SIn the past, nining companies maintained reserves to last about
twenty years at somõ anticip_ated -rate of production. In recent
y"^ií, iro*"'n"i, ttris figure has dropped. to about ten to fif teen
y""r, because ót t:-sing interest ratès (Govett and Govett, I976'
p.18).
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The second process of replenishing ore reseTVes involves

the reduction of costs relative to prices' For a metallic

mineral deposit, the cutoff grade4 effectively defines the

deposit,s ïeseTves. Any material whose grade is greater than

the cutoff grade is included in the reserves estimate r¿hi1e any

material whose grade is lower than the cutoff grade is excluded

from the estimate. According to Mackenzie (1977 , p. ITZ) ,

for any mining oPeration:

...where the objective is maxinization of total
profit o"ði-niné 1ife, the cut-off grade is deter-
mined uy- irr" "quation 

of rnarginal . 
cost and margína1

revenue . 
- Ãt ift" Ieconornic] 

-margin 
' grade- is j us t

sufficient to offset cost: -MC=MR=PGR/(1+D)' or
G=l4C (1+D) /PR, where MC- cost of minins
and processing a marginär iõñ-oi ore ($Ii-MR-= reven-
ue real ized from a marginal ton of ore ($) ; P= -net
piii" of netal t".ol'"tãd ($ -peT ton); G=.cut-off
'grade , peTcentag-e content 

- 
of- mineral pro-duct :-Tr

maïginal ton oi or"; R= mi11 recovery factor (metal
ïecove red/netaT content of ore reserves) ; and D=

dilution- îáctor (waste mine d/ ore nined) '

The cutoff grade, then, varies directly with the cost of produc-

ing a saleable mineral product and inversely with the price

Teceived for the product. As a result, any favourable change

in the economic, political, and technologíca1 environment which

reduces the cost of rnining and processing a ton of ore relative

tothepricereceivedforthattonoforewill,inmostcases

lower a mineral deposit's cutoff grad".5 This, in turn'

4th" cutoff grade is the nínimum grade of ore which can be

economic aLIY rnined.

SFot example, in the early 1960's, the cutoff grade for porphyry
copper deposi.ti was about 0.g percent_copper; by 1970, this hras

reduced to 0.3 to 0.4 pet."ni äopp"r^(Boèèon and Varon' 1977 ' PP'

S4-SS). Thi; iã¿,r.tiän in the ðirtoff grade o_f porphyry copper

deposits was ;ti;;;iiy due-to- the reduciion of rnining and process-

ing costs Ut",1ätti*åüãít-¡i various breakthroughs in mining
technologY.
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generally leads to an increase in the depositt s ore reset'rr"r.6

It is inportant to note that the second process of replen-

ishing ore reserves, as shown in Figure I.2, also works in

reyerse. Any unfavourable change in the economic, political,

and technological environment which induces costs to rise rela-
tive to prices will cause a minets ore reserves to diminish.

This "economic" depletion of ore reseïves proceeds in two ways.

First of all, rising costs or falling prices may deter invest-
ment in exploration and development; and if there is no explora-

tion and development work, production from mineral deposit will
inevitably reduce the leve1 of reserves to zero. Secondly,

rising costs or falling prices will raise the mineral deposit's
cutoff grade which in turn will reduce the deposit's reserves.

If the cost of mining and processing a ton of ore increases

to the point where it exceeds the revenue real ized frorn that ton

of ore, the mineral depositts ore reserves will be "economically"

exhausted and all mining activity associated with the d.eposit
7t4r1lI cease.' In some instances, the cessation of mining activity

6Fot netallic mineral deposits, the relationship between cutoff
grade and ore reserves i; exponential-rather than linear' That
ít, ore ïeserves increase geornetrical]y_as the cutoff grade
¿eófines arithmetically (Mãckenzie, 1977, p. l0g). Consequetlly'
a reduction i; cutoff þtàa" by onelhalf maY, for example, lead
to more than a doubling of ore reserves.
7 In Some instances, a nining operation may continue even though
costs exceed the vá1rre of piodüction. According to Barchyn
(1978, p.13), this may occur when:

,,. . . factors other than economic ones come to bear on
the closure decision. The economy of the nining
community and the livelihood of the people dependent
on the industry is often at stake in such decisions.
These factors may result in pressure on the company
to conti-nue producing beyond the point where purely
economic considerations would suggest closure."

This, however, would strictly be a short-run phemomenon since no
nining comDany could operate at a loss for any great length of
time
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vril1 be permanent; in others, ít may be temporary and rnining
activity will resume once favourable changes in the operating
envíronment have reduced costs to the point where they are

once again less than prices.
The above discussion illustrates one of the rnost inport-

ant characteristics of a mining operation: the exhaustibility
of its chief asset, the mineral deposít. All rnineral deposits
are finite bodies which are subject to physical and econornic

depletion. The time scale in the life of a mining opeïation
may vary from a few years to several hundreds of years, but in
the end, its ore reserves will be exhausted and all mining acti-
vity with the deposit i,\¡i11 have to cease.

r.r -2 The cycLicaL Nature of Mineral commod.ity ptiees

Mineral conmodity prices, with a few exceptions, show

pronounced cyclical movernents over long periods of time. Over

the years, they rise and fa11 in a continuous wavelike pattern.
The cyclical natuïe of mineral commodity prices can be

attributed to the fo11owíng characteristics of mineral supply

and demand. The first of these is that the demand for mineral
commodities is cyc1ica1. The demand for nineral commodities

is derived largely frorn their use as industrial raw materials
in industries whose output is greatly affected by changes in
the 1eve1 of overall econornic activity: construction, capital
equipment, transportation, and consumeï durables (Tilton , rg77,

p.67). The 1evel of economic activity in rnarket economies

rarely stands sti11; it is instead characterized by periods of
prosperity, during which the demand for the above industries,
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output rises, followed by periods of depressed economic acti-

vity, duríng which the demand for their output fa1ls. Conse-

quently, the demand for mineral commodities rises and fal1s in

conjunction with the level of econornic activity in the market

econom]-es. Since mineral commodity prices in these economÍes

are, for the most part, established by the "1aw of supply and

demand", it then follows that when the demand for mineral

conmodities rises during periods of prosperity, so do mineral

conmodity prices; simii-arly, when mineral demand fa11s during

a recession, prices also fa11.

The second important characteristic is the low short-run

price elasticity of supply, once available capacity is being

fu11y used. When there is an upward shift in mineral demand,

prices rise and act as an incentive for the expansion of

productir-e capacity. If excess capacíty exists, mineral

supply can be easily and quickly expanded. However, as out-

put approaches fu11 capacity, supply becomes inelastic (i.e.,

becomes unresponsive to further changes in price), and until

existing mines, smelters and refineries are expanded or new

facilities are brought into production, temporary shortages

can occur, with prices rising even more.

Upon a downward shift in demand, prices begin to fa1l and

producers reduce production in order to bring supply into

balance with dernand. If prices remain too low for too 1ong,

producers will also curtail exploration and development, and

aS mineral deposits are exhausted, new ones will not be brought
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into production. upon an upward shift in denand and rising
prices, capacity shortages result again, followed by even

stronger price rises, and the cycle will begin once again

(Chambers et ãI., I976, pp. 18-19; Tilton, 1977, pp. 64-ó5).

The third important characteristic of mineral supply and

demand is the low short-run price elasticity of demand. In

the short-run, the denand for nineral conmodities is relative-
Iy unresponsive to changes in price. There are two reasons

for this. First of all, mineral commodities are generally

used as intermediate goods in the production of consumer and

capital goods. Since the cost of the mineral commodities

used in the production of such goods is often a smalI part of
the latterrs cost, mineral commodity prices can rise sharply

and yet only cause a sma11 increase in the final cost of
consumeï and. capital goods.S Second, while producers of
most final and consumer goods can substitute one mineral

commodity for another,9 rarely can this be done on short notice

because the use of alternative materials often requires order-

ing new equipment, changing the existing layout of a fabricat-
ing facility, and retraining workers. In addition, given the

costs involved, producers of final or consumer goods may hesi-

tate to substitute one mineral commodity for another until
they are sure that the price change will last (Tilton , 1977, p.65).

8- r ..roï exampre, the price of the cold ro11ed steel sheet used in
refrigerators or of the copper used in an outboard motor can
rise sharply and yet cause only a sma1l increase in the final
cost of the refrigerator or of the outboard motor.
9Aluminurn, for example, has replaced steel in bus and railroad
coach bodies, copper in electrical transmission cables and in
electrical wiring, and tin as well as steel in containers.
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Consequently,intheshort-run,risingpricesduringaperiod

of shortages will not encouTage a reduction in the denand for

mineral commodities thereby exacerbating the situation; simi-

larly,duringaperiodwhensupplyexceedsdemand,faTling
prices will not, in the short-run ' cause mineral denand to rise''

I.2 The Problen

At the present time, there aÏe five mining communities in

northern Manitoba. These communities are: (1) Lynn Lake;

(2)LeafRapids;(3)SnowLake;(4)FlinF1on;and(5)Thompson
(see Figure 1.3). The first three aïe relatively sma11 and

their economic structure is a relatively simple one' consist-

ing mainly of one or more copp eT-zinc mines along with a group

of support industries in the trade, seTVice, transportatíon,

and communications SectoTs. The latter two aTe larger and have

a more complex economic StructuTe. Both Serve a cluster of

mines (copper-zinc in the case of Flin Flon and nickel-copper

in the case of Thompson) and are centres for further process-

ing (i.e. , smelting and refinitg) . one of thern, Thompson, is

also an administrative and transportation centre for northern

Manitoba.

The central fact of life in all five communities is their

dependence on the economic viability of one or more rnining

operations. In the previous section, it was stated that: (1)

mineral deposits aïe finite bodies which are subject to physical

and economic exhaustion; and (z) the demand for and the price

of mineral commodities generally rise and fal1 over time in a
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continuous wavelike pattern" Consequently, these communities,

because of their dependence on an industry engaged in the ex-

ploitation of mineral resources, are often Susceptible to

periods of "boom" and "bust". How to quantitatíve1y asseSS

the impact of periods of boom and bust on total enployment in

a rnining community is a problem faced by persons involved in

the formulation of community developnent p1ans.

T.3 Focus of the Practicum

There aTe two analytical techniques comrnonly used by

regional econornists and planners to quantitatively assess the

impact of an industry on a cornmunity's economy. These are:

(1) economic base analysis; and (2) input-output analysis.

The focus of this practicum is directed to the applica-

tion of these techniques to the economy of Leaf Rapids,

Manitoba. The practicun describes: (1) the theoretical

framework of both techniques | (2) the various steps involved

in the ernpirical implementation of both techniques; and (3)

the advantages and disadvantages of both techniques aS a means

of assessing the impact of a rise or fa1l in the level of mine

enployment on total employment in the conmunity.

I.4 Importance of the StudY

It was stated earlier that rnining communities are often

susceptible to periods of boom and bust. During a boom

period, a mining community, especially a small one' must often

face a variety of serious and interrelated problerns stenming
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from the rapid growth of population and economic activity'

For example, housing may be inadequate and the price of vari-

ous goods and services may skyrocket out of reach of average

families. The 1ocal government nay find itself financial-ly

harnstrung despite the booming prosperity, and public services

and facilities may fail to keep pace with the increasing popu-

lation. There may be a lack of cultural and social integra-

tion of the new population with the existing population,

worker productivity may decline, labour turnover may increase,

and the 1eve1 of "community StreSS"10 *", increase (Ford , Ig77,

p.1).

During a bust period, a nining community may face the

problems of stagnation and decline, the severity of which

depends on the circumstances Surrounding the community. If

the conmunity is located near a large urban aTea, the conse-

quences of a loss of nine ernployment are not too severe since

alternative enploynent can usually be found in the same area

(Lajzerowicz et ãI., 197ó, P. 9). On the other hand, if the

community is located in a remote 1oca1ity, the consequences of

a loss of mine employment can be serious. Since alternative

employnent is usually unavailable in the area' most' íf not all

of the unemployed miners will leave the community. The result-

ing loss of this part of the population and its expenditules

will bring about a reduction in the number of service establish-

l0Accotding to Lajzerowicz et al. (Lg76, P.7), conmunity stress
symptons iñc1ude: (1) mental health problems, especially depre-
r'riä" ; Q) alcoholìsm and drunkeness; (3) extreme loneliness;
i4) féeiiígs of insecurity and uncertainty; (5) promiscuity;
ânâ (6) sulcide, accident, injury, and violence'
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ments ïequired in the community. Labour and movable capital

ernployed in the service industries will fol1ow in the foot-

steps of the miners, and the 1oca1 econorny will contract

(Graham, 1978, p.I2a) .

As the 1ocal economy contracts, so will the tax base.

The local government will be hard-pressed to maintain the

existing 1eve1 of community services and many arnenities of

town 1ife, such as elaborate educational and nedical facilí-

ties and special'ízed personnel, will disappear (DREE, 1978,

p .7). lttrere individuals have inves ted in private housing,

commercial enterprises, and community facilities, the decline

of the community will inevitably result in a great loss of

private wealth (Parker, 1960, p.28), both for those who have

moved and for those that remain behind. The comrnunity will

also become aesthetically depressed as homes and commercial

buildings become vacant (Lajzerowicz et â1., I976, p.9).

The above shows that the economic and social irnpacts of

periods of boom and bust on a rnining community and its resi-

dents can be severe. If the residents of a nining community

which is about to undergo a period of boom or bust are to

develop a set of plans to reduce the severity of the associated

impacts, they must first of all be able to assess these impacts.

Before they can do so, however, they must have sone way of

quantitatively assessing the impact of the rise and fa11 in

the level of rnine employment on total employment in the commun-

ity. Economic base analysis and input-output analysis are

two techniques which could provide then with a way of doing

this .



CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2 .I Economi c Bas e Analys i s

2.LI Eeonom'Lc Base Theoz'y: A Bz'ief f ntrod.uctiorll

The theoretical underpinning of economic base analysis

rests upon " ... the proposition that the rate and direction

of growth of a region is determined by its function as

an exporter to the rest of the world" (Bendavid, 7972, p.103).

Economic base theory holds that a region's economy can

be subdivided into two sectors: (1) a basic (or primary) sec-

tor; and (2) a non-basic (or service) sector. The basic sector

consists of that section of the regionts economy whose output,

be it goods or services, is sold to firns and individuals out-

side the region. The nonbasic sector, on the other hand, con-

sists of that section of the region's economy which serves

the 1oca1 market, producing goods and services for firms and

individuals within the region. The fundamental difference

between the two sectors is that the basic sector causes income

to flow into the region from the outside world, mainly by

11-^^For a more detailed discussion of economic base theory
(a1so referred to in the liteature as staples theory and as

- export base theory I see North (1955), Watkins (19ó3), and
-- Stabler (1968).
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and services for export,

concerned only with the

region (.Lane, 1966, pp.

66).

I2 wnereas the non-

recirculation of in-
344-345; Morrison and

in such a division of economic activity
i s the prernis e :

that the reason for the existence and growth
of a region whether it is a community oi a
srna11 resource area at one extreme or a huge
metropolitan or resource region at the other
extreme lies in the goods and services it
produces 1oca11y but se11s beyond its borders.
These "basicf'activities not only provide the
means of payment for raw materials, foods, and
manufactured products which the region cannot
produce itself but also support the
["nonbasic"] activities which are principaIIy
1oca1 in productive scope and market area
(Isard, 1960, p. 190).

In other words, the basic sector in effect leads and deter
mines a region's overall development whereas the nonbasic

sector, because it is dependent upon the basic sector, is
simply a consequence of the region's overall developnent.

2.7.2 The Eeonomíc Base MuLtipliez,

Because the basic sector is viewed as the prime mover

of a region's economy, it follows that an increase in the

level of activity in the basic sector will lead to a corres
ponding increase in the leve1 of activity in the nonbasic

1ZNoa" that the term "exporting" as used in economic base ana-lysis does not necessarily imply that the goods and services
are physically shipped,out of the region by their producers; they
may instead be consumed in the region by outsiders- who occasion-
?!tv come to the-region for that purpose (Hoover, 197s, p. zrg).
The rule of thumb which is generally used to determine'w-hether-
or not a particular economic activity exports its output is that
?ny economic activity which causes income to flow intó the region
from outside sources in effect exports its output.
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sector, and total economic activity in the region will rise
by some rnultiple of the initial increase in basic activity.
This will be illustrated with the use of the following exam

"13p1e.

Imagine a community where aI1- incorne accruing to resi -

dents can be subdivided into basic and nonbasic irr.or".14
Imagine also that nonbasic income is derived via the following

two -step process: (1) the residents spend part of their income

locally on goods and services; and (2) part of the income which

is spent locally rernains within the 1ocal economy and becomes

nonbasic income while the remainder "1eaks out" of the 1ocal

economy in one form or another. Lastly, inagine that the

communityts residents have a marginal propensity to consume

locally of 0.5. That is, every time they receive some addi-

tional income, they immediately spend 50 percent of this income

1oca11y on goods and services and withdraw the remaining 50

11--This example is nodified from Tiebout (L962, pp. SB-59).
14--'Basic income would consist of income accruing to residents
from outside sources. This could include, for example, the
vrages and salaries paid to loca1 residents by a 1oca1 nining
operation which sells all of its copper and zinc concentrates
to a non-1ocaI smelter and refinery, the income received by
1ocal residents from the renting of cottages to tourists, etc.
Non-basic incorne would consist of income accruing to residents
from loca1 sources. This would include, for example, the local
dentist's income, the wages and salaries paid to 1oca1 resi-
dents by local retail and service establishnents, etc.
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percent for taxes, savings, and a trip to the Bahamas.

Now suppose that the leve1 of basic income in the com-

munity were to rise by one do1lar. Total income in the com-

munity would clearly rise by one do11ar. But that is not the

end of it. The recipients of this income, after putti_ng aside

$0.S0 for taxes, savings, and their trip to the Bahamas, would

spend the remaining $0.50 locally on goods and services. Does

this mean that from the extra dollar of basic income, âfl

additional $0.S0 of non-basic income would be created through

local spending? The ansïrer is Do, because as was pointed out

earlier, part of this $0.S0 would leak out of the 1ocal econony

in one form or another.

Suppose that the 1oca1 economyrs marginal propensity of
local consumption expenditures to become non-basic income is
0.4. That is, suppose that 40 percent of loca1 consunption

expenditures remain in the comnunity as non-basic income while

the remaining ó0 percent leaks out in the form of wages and

salaries paid to out-of-town residents, rent paid to non-1oca1

landlords, freight charges paid to trucking firms to bring
goods into the community from the outside wor1d, etc. Conse-

quently, out of every nevù dollar of basic income received by

1oca1 residents, 50 percent, or $0.50, would be spent 1oca11y,

and 40 percent of this amount, or $0.20 would remain in the

comnunity as non-basic income. A one dollar rise in basic

income, then, would create $0.20 of non-basic income, and

total community income would rise by $f.ZO.

It should be pointed out that the newly created $0.20 of
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non-basic income is not the total expansion of non-basic

income. Part of this $0.20 would in turn be spent 1oca11y

by its recipients. In fact, 50 percent of this amount, or

$O.tO, would be spent loca11y, and 40 percent of the $0.10,

or $O.O+, would remain in the community as non-basic income.

Non-basic income would now be up by an additional $O.O+, and

some of this amount would in turn be spent 1oca11y, And so

it would continue, with each Successive round of spending

causing non-basic income to increase in a contínuing but

diminishing chain.

FortunatelL it is not necessary to trace ouT each con-

secutive round of spending and the non-basic income created

in each round in order to estimate by how much total community

income would rise due to the one do11ar increase in the 1evel

of basic income. The following multiplier formula can be

used to obtain the answer:

Y. = k"b x Yb Q.I)

where Y* is the change in total community income, keb is the
L

economic base rnultiplierr and YO is the change in basic income

The numerical value of the economic base multiplier can be

deternined using the following formula:15

(2 .2)k=
CD

1-s

1Sth" derivation of this formura is shown in Appendix A.
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where s is the marginal propensity to consume 1oca11y nu1-

tiplied by the rnarginal propensity of 1oca1 consumption expen-

ditures to become non-basic incone.

For our hypothetical community, the economic base mu1-

tiplier is:
1-l\.

CD
1 - 1.25 (2.3)

1 - (0.s x 0.4)

Substituting the above value of the economic base multiplier
into equation Q.f), we see that a one do11ar increase in the

1eve1 of basic income would cause total community income to

rise by $1.25, as shown below:

Y. = 1.25 x $1.00 = $1.25 (2"4)

Similarly, if the 1evel of basic income were to fa11 by one

dollar, total community income would fal1 by $t.ZS, as shoivn

b e low:

Y. = 1.25 x (-$1.00) = -$I.25 (2.s)

An alternative formula which can be used to compute the

numerical value of the economic base multiplier irr16
k = Ya
eD 

Y.
b

(2 .6)

(2.7)

where Yt is total income and Yb is basic income. Thus, if
total income in our hypothetical community before any changes

took place amounted to $1 million, of which $O.A million was

basic income and $O.Z nillion was non-basic income, then:

k^,- = $1 nillion = 7.25
$ o. e miltion

16th" derivation of this formula is shown in Appendix A.
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The economic base multiplier can also be used to esti_
mate the impact on total employment of a change in the leve1
of employment in the basic sector. rf we assume that employ-
ment is proportional to income, then total employment can be

be used as a proxy for total income and basic enployrìcnt can be used

a-s rr pl'oxl'for basic inconne. Equation (2.7) can therefore be rewritten as:

where Ea is the change in total employment and Eb is the change

in basic employment, while equation (2.6) can be rewritten as:

Er=k"b*Eb

Ekeb = "t
E¡

(2.8)

(2 .s)

where Et is total employment and Eo is basic employment. Thus,
for example, if total employment in a region before any changes

took place amounted to one thousand, of which 750 was basic
employment and 2s0 was non-basic employment, the economic base

multiplier would be:

k^" = 1000 = 1.3i
UU (2.70)

7s0

substituting the above varue of the economic base multiplier
into equation (2.8), vre see that if the leveI of enployment
in the regionrs basic sector weïe to rise by, sayr 150, this
would cause the level of total employment in the region to
ríse by 199.5, âs shown below:

Ea = I.33 x 150 = 199.5 (2 . 17)

simiLarry, if the 1evel of employment in the basic sectoï were

to fall by 150, this would cause the 1evel of total employment

in the region to fal1 by 199.5, âs shown below:
Et = 1.33 x (-1S01 = -199.5 (2.r2)
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2.I.3 The Limitations of Economie Base AnaLysis

Economic base analysis is not without its shortcomings,

and there are several aspects of the technique which can limit
its potential for impact analysis. These shortcomings fa11

into two categories: (1) the weakness of the initial assump-

tion that the basic sector is the prime mover of a region's
economy; and (2) the limitations of the technique as a fore-
casting device.

Most of the cr:itics of economic base analysis disagree

with the proposition that the basic sector is the prime mover

of a region's economy. Those who support the proposition
argue that a region,

... like a household or a business firm, must
earn its livelihood by producing something that
others will pay for. Activíties that simply
serve the regional market are there as a result
of whatever 1eve1 of income and demanil-îIe-
region may have achieved: They are passive par-
ticipants in growth but not prime movers. A-
household, a neighborhood, a firm, or a region
cannot get richer by simply "taking in its own
washing", but rnust sel1 something to others in
order to get nore income. Consequently
Ithe basic sector] provides the economic base
of a region's growth (Hoover, 1975, p. ZIg).

The argument put forward by the critics of economic

base analysis is that the:

assumption that the size of the
Ibase sector] is the single determinant of the
1eve1 of regional income is heroic. A signifi-
cant proportion of regional investment is deter-
nined autonomously, and changes in consumption,
private investment or government expenditure
could stimulate regional income quite as easily
as expansion lof the basic sector]. The
theory dismisses residentiary (i.e. non-basic)
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sectors as passive elements in regional income
change. Improvenents in efficiency in residen-
tiary activities may reduce factor costs of
possible regional exports, so that the causal
sequence runs both t/ays. Sinil-arl-y, since a
region must rnake the best use of its resources
between Ithe basic] and residentiary sectors,
a decline in export activity may be associated
with rising regional income if a transfer of
factors to 1ocal activity approximates more
closely to the optirnal allocation of resources.
More important, residentiary sectors may expand
independently of changes in the [basic sector]
and raise regional income. For example, rnigration
into the region induced by non-economic factors
may lead to more residentiary activity (increased
1oca1 investment in social capital, for instance)
without an expansion of the fbasic sector]
(Richardson, 1969, p. 250).

Which of the two arguments are correct? Wel1, that
depends to a great extent on the size of the region. consider,

for instance, a large region,

such as a whole country, that comprises several
economic regions. Let us assume that these regions
trade with one another, but the country as a rr¡hole
is self-sufficient. We might explain the growth
of each of these regions on the basis of its exports
to the others and the resulting rnultiplier effects
upon activities serving the internal demand of
the region. But if all the regions grow, then
the whole country or "super-region" must also be
growíng, despíte the fact that it does not export
at all. The world econorny has been growing for a
long time, though our exports to outer space havejust begun and we have yet to locate a paying cus -
tomer for them. It appears, then, that internal
trade and. dernand can generate regional grotrlÏ:--A
region really can get richer by taking in its own
washing (Floover , I975, p. 227) .

For large regions (such as a city, a province, or a country),

then, the basic sector is not the only source of gror^/th.

Other factors, such as business investment, government expen-

ditures, loca1 consumption expenditures, and changes in
technology and productivity can also be important sources of
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regional economic growth.

0n the other hand, ãt the sma1l comnunity level, espe-

cia1ly in the case of a smal1 mining community located in a

remote area, the proposition that the basic sector provides

the basis for the growth of the loca1 economy is a valid one.

A good exanple of this is the town of Elliott Lake, Ontario,

where the:

Thô discovery of a rich ore body led to the
establishment of a thriving town providing goods
to the nining community. The subsequent collapse
of the mining boom, and the cessation of the
basic activity of mining and exporting the ore,
1ed to the concomitant collapse of the non-basic
activities that had groi{n up around it. The
dependence of these activities on the mining
industry r^ras 1ittle less than that of the miners
themselves (Brewis, 1969, p.74).

It would seem, then, that the importance of the basic

sector as the basis for the growth of a region increases

directly with the degree of isolation and specialization
of the region and inversely with its size. Consequently,

economic base analysis should only be used at the sma1l -area

or community 1eve1 where economic base theory appears to pro -

vide a reasonable explanation of regional economic growth.

The limitations of economic base analysis as a fore-

casting tool are as foIlows. First of all, some of the critics
of economic base analysis point out that in order to use the

economic base nultiplier as a means of assessing the impact

of a change in the level of basic activity on total economic

activity in a region, it must be assumed that the base ratio,
and hence the inultiplier, remains constant over the period of
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time under consideration.IT This assumption, in their opin-

a regionfs baseion, is a tenuous one, since in the long-Tun,

ratio will generally tend to change over tine due to changes

in social, technological-, and economic conditions, the influ-
ence of which is often quite difficult to crudely, 1et alone

preci-sely, estimate. For example, as the population of a

region grows, it provides a constantly growing 1oca1 market

for various goods and services, some of which are produced

1oca1ly and some of which must be imported into the region.

As the population grows, it may be that when it reaches a

certain size, it may become economical to produce within the

region some of the goods or services which formerly had to be

imported. Such structural change in the region over time

could very well cause the base ratio, and hence the economic

base multiplier, to change over time (Isard, 1960, p

Morrison and Smith, 1977 , p. 67) .

Another example of what could cause a regionfs

to change over time is the following. Suppose total

.200;

base ratio

income

17Th" base ratio is the ratio of basic income (or enployment)
to non-basic income (or enployment). If, in a particular re-
gion, total income amounted to $125 million, of which $100 mil-
lion was basic income and $25 ¡ni11ion was non-basic income,
the base ratio would be 1:0.25.
The economic base multiplier was shown earlier to be equal to
total income (or employment) divided by basic income (or em-
ploynent). The economic base multiplier for this region, then,
would be L.25. Note that the economic base multiplier is equal
to the sum of the two components of the base ratio when the
basic component is set equal to 1 (ie., 7+0.25-1.25). Hence,
if the region's base ratio were to change, it follows that
its economic base multiplier would also change.
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in a region were to double. If this increase was due to a

doubling of the number of people in the region, and if these

new residents have the sane spending patterns aS the original

residents, then the base ratio would most probabJ.y remain the

same. However, if the nehl residents have radical.J.y different

spending patterns, or if the doubling of total regional income

is due to a doubling of per capita income which in turn leads

to a change in the spending patterns of the original resi-

dents, then the region's overall spending pattern would change.

For example, the residents' propensity to spend may decline

resulting in taxes and savings taking a bigger bite out of

the incorne rrpiert. Or, the residents may now spend more money

on iterns such as vacations in the Bahamas or Japanese cameras,

thus reducing the proportion of income spent 1ocally. The

result of this type of change in the region's overall spending

pattern is a situation where income spent loc aIIy would be an

increasing or decreasing proportion of total regional income,

thereby causing the base ratio, and hence the economic base

multiplier, to change (Tiebout, 7962, pp. 65-ó6).

It should be pointed out that just because changes in

social, technological, and economic conditions nay cause a

region'S base ratio tO change over time, this does not mean

that economic base analysis should not be used as a fore '

casting device. After all, even sophisticated analytical

models cannot take such changes into account. What it means,

however, is that when an economic base multiplier is used to

make a forecast, Some attempt must also be nade to determine

if the region in question is about to undergo (or has undergone)
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some kind of structural change. If the region is expected

to undergo rnajor structural change' than a certain amount

ofcautíonmustbeusedwhenì.nterpretingtheprojection.
Asecondfactorwhichnaylimittheusefulnessofeco-

nomicbaseanalysisasaforecastingtechniqueisthetime-

lagproblem.Accordingtolsard(1960,p.200),thisproblem

isduetothefactthatthereisusuallyatime-Lagbetween

theresponseofthenon-basicSectortoachangeinthebasic

sector. Consequently, it is quite possible that at aîy one

pointintime'aregion'sbaseratio'andhenceitseconomic

basenultiplier,maybedístortedbyrecentchangesinthe

levelofactivityinthebasicSectorwhichhaveyettowork

their way through the region's economy'

ThereaTethTeewaysofdealingwiththisproblem.The

first is to ignore it, on the assumption that in the long-TuIt'

whatevertine-Lagmayexistisinconsequential.Asecond

approachistocalculatetheeconomicbasernultiplierfrom

ðatashowingchangesinthelevelofbasicandnon-basicacti-

vityoveracertainperiodoftine(Bendavid'L972'PP'111-

LLZ). The third approach is that when data for more than

two time periods is available' linear regression techniques

can be used to compute the economic base multiplier (weiss

and Gooding, 1968' P' 237) '

Athirdlinitationofeconomicbaseanalysisisthe

fact that the econo¡nic base rnultiplier does not necessarily

apply to any specific basic industry (Isard' 1960' p' 203;

Morrison and snith , Lg77 , p. 67) . It is quite possible that

inanyoneregion'Somebasicindustriesmayhaveagreater
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impact on the regional economy than others, mainly because

of such factors as productivity differentials, differences

in the industries' propensity to import goods and services,

or differences in prevailing wage rates between industries.

For example, industry A Inay purchase all of its intermediate

i-nputs 1oca1ly whereas industry B nay inport all if its inter-

mediate inputs; or, the prevailing wage rate in industry A

may be higher than industry B's prevailing wage rate. Clearly,

a change in the level of activity in industry A would have a

greater inpact on the region's economy than a similar change

in industry B's 1evel of activity, and the appropriate multi-

plier to apply to an increase in A's 1evel of activity should

be larger than the one to apply to an identical increase in B's

1eve1 of activity. The economic base multiplier, however,

would not take this into account, and a change in A would be

viewed as having the same irnpact on the region as a change in B

2.2 Input -Output Analysis

2.2.1 The rnput-)utpu

The concept of an inpu

be illustrated with the use

gine a region whose economy
19(i) an intermediate sector-

t Tz,ansactions IabLe

t-output transactions table can

of the following exampl".18 I*"-

can be subdivided as follows:

cornprising of three industries

18rf,is example is modified from Masser (Ig72, pp. 69-76).
10
'"In input-output analysis, the intermediate sector comprises
of induitries i^¡trich purchase inputs from other industries and
process these into goods and services which they sel1 to other
industries or to final users.
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Table 2.1

A Hypothetical Input-Output Transactions Table
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500

0
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500

400
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(representing agriculture, manufacturing, and services) ;

(2) two final demand sectors (one representing 1ocal consump-

tion and one representing exports); and (3) two prirnary input

sectors (one representing payrnents for labour and one repre-

senting imports). The basic ðata concerning the flow of goods

and services between the different sectors in this economy

are shown in Table 2,L The flow of goods and services is

measured in money terms, and is viewed aS sales transactions

between sellers and purchasers during a specific period of

tine, sãy a year.

Going across the first row of Table 2,I, we see that the

agricultural industry produced $500 vüorth of output during the

year. Of this output: (1) $ZOO worth was sold to the manufac-

turing industry; (Z) $100 woïth vùas sold to the service indus-

try; (3) $100 worth was sold to loca1 consumers; and (4) the

remaining $fOO worth was exported to customers outside the

region. Now, going down the first column of Table 2,I, we

see that to produce this output, the agricul;tural industry:

(1) purchased $300 worth of inputs from the manufacturing

sector; (2) paid out $100 in wages and salaries; and (3) imported

$100 worth of goods and services from outside the region.

Sirnilarly, the manufacturing industry produced $fOO0 worth of

output during the year, of which: (1) $300 worth was sold

to the agricultural industryi Q) $gOO worth was sold to the

service industry; (3) $100 worth was sold to 1oca1 consumers;

and (4) the renaining $SOO worth was exported to outside cus-

tomers. To produce this output, the manufacturing industry:
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(1) purchased $200 worth of inputs from the agricultural

industry; (2) purchased $200 worth of inputs from the service

industry; (3) paid out $300 in wages and salaries; and

(4) imported $300 v\¡orth of goods and services from outside

the region.

Thus, each row in Table 2.I shows how each industry's

output was distributed among the other industries and the

final denand sectors; sinilarly, each column shows the distri-

bution of each industryrs purchases of inputs from the other

industries and from the prÍinary input sectors. Table 2'I,

because it depicts the transactions which take place between

the different sectors in the region's economy, is referred

to as an input-output transactions table'

Asyoucansee,aninput-outputtransactionstableis

an extremely useful descriptive tool which can be used to

provide a rather complete view of the inner workings of a

regionts economy. Such a table, however, has an even more

important use: narnely, it can be transforned into an analy-

tical tool which can be used to predict the impact of a given

change in the final demand for an industry's output on the

regional economY as a who1e.

2.2.2 The Direct RequíY'ements Coef ficients

To transform an input-output transactions table into a

predictíve device, one must first of all develop a table which

shows the quantity of inputs that a given industry must pur-

chase fron other industries in order to produce one unit of

output. This is done by dividing each entry in a given
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industryrs column by that industry's gross output. The

coefficients derived in this manner are ca11ed direct require-

ments coefficients, and are calculated only for the industries

in the intermediate sector of the transactions tab1e.

For example, to produce $5OO worth of output, the agricultur-

al -indr¡stry purckased $300 worth of inputs from the manufacturing

industTy, thus the respective direct requirements coefficient

is 0.6 (ie., $300/$soo1. Similarly, to produce $1000 worth

of output, the manufacturing industry purchased $200 worth of

inputs from the agricutural industry, $0 worth of inputs from

itself, and $200 worth of inputs from the service industry,

thus the direct requirements coefficients for the manufacturing

industry would be 0.2 (ie. , 9200/ $1000) , 0, and 0.2 (ie.,

$200/ $fOOO¡, respectively. The complete table of direct

requirements coefficients derived in this manner is shown in

Tabl e 2 .2 .

The direct requirements coefficients can be used to com-

pute the direct inputs required for any leve1 of final denand

for the output of any of the industries in the intermediate

sector. For exarnple , if the final denand for agricultural

products were to increase by $400, to meet this increase in

the final demand for its output, the agricultural industry

would have to purchase an additional $240 worth of direct in-

puts from the manufacturing industry. Sirnilarly, if the final

demand for manufactured products were to increase by $+OO, then

to meet this increase in the final for its output, the manu-

facturing industry would have to purchase an additional $80



Table 2'2

Table of
Coefficients

Purchases BY:

Sales to:

x
f{
{J
Ø

€
H

Agricul ture

Manufacturing

Agricul ture

Se rvi ce s

Indus trY

0.0

Manufacturing

0.6

0.0

0.2

0.0

Services

0.2

0.2

0.6

0.0

I

(¡¡
H

I
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worth of direct inputs from the agricultural industry and an

additional $80 worth of direct inputs from the service indus-

try. In both of these examples, the additional direct inputs

required were obtained by rnultiplying each entry in the indus-

try in questionrs column in Table 2.2 by the change in the

final denand for that industryrs output'

2,2 .3 The Diyeet and. tndiz'ect Requiv'ements coef ficients

From the point of view of the economy as a whole, direct

inputs are only part of the picture. Direct inputs must be

produced, and their production requires a whole set of additional

ì.nputs, usually ca11ed indirect inputs. Furthermore' these

indirect inputs must also be produced, and their production

will require even moïe indirect inputs. An increase in the

final demand for the output of one of the industries in the

internediate sector, then, will lead to both direct and indirect

increases in the output of all industries. For example, it

was shown above that if the final demand for manufactured

products r\rere to increase by $400, then to satisfy this increase

in the final demand for its output, the manufacturing industry

would have to purchase an additional $80 worth of direct in-

puts from the agricultural industry and an additional $80 worth

of direct inputs from the service industry. Now, according

to Table 2.2, the agricultural industry would in turn have to

purchase $48 (ie., 0.6 x $eo) worth of inputs from the manu-

facturing industry if it is to satisfy the $80 increase in

the demand for its output. Sinilarly, the service industry

would have to purchase $16 (ie., 0.2 x $AO1 worth of inputs
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from the agricultural industry

the manufacturing industry if

in the demand for its output.

duced; and so it continues, wi

expansion requiring additíonal

another round of expansion.

and $t6 worth of inputs from

it is to satisfy the $80 increase

These inputs must also be pro-

th each succeeding round of

inputs which in turn leads to

It should be pointed out that even though the chain

Teaction described above is in principle endless, this does

not rnean that the initial $+OO increase in the final demand

for manufactured products will "snowbal1" into an infinite1-y

large expansion of the region's economy. The reason for this

is that there are demand leakages from the regional economy.

Each time an industry expands its output, it has to allocate

part of the extra revenue generated by the sale of this out-

put to the purchasing of inputs from the primary input sectors.

Money paid for imported goods and services leaves the region,

and this money's stirnulus to the regional economy is ended.

Similarly, disbursements for wages and salaries sinply drop

out of the stream of money that is being circulated among the

industries in the intermediate sector. Consequently, the

increased denand generated by each round of expansion gets

smaller and sma11er, and finally just "fizzles?'out altogether.

There are two methods which can be used to compute the

combined direct and indirect effects on the regional economy

of a change in the final demand for an industryrs output.

The first of these is the iterative nethoð'.20 fnis method

is illustrated in Table 2.3 for an increase of $400 in the

2oth" discussi
Bendavid (L972

on of the iterative method draws
, pp. 135-138).

heavily from
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final demand for manufactured products. The first step in

the iterative method is to determine the direct inputs that

the rnanufacturing industry must purchase if it is to satisfy

the $400 increase in the demand for its output. As was

pointed out earlier, this is done by nultiplying each entry

in the manufacturing industryrs column j-n Table 2,2 by $+OO.

This computation is shown in the third row of Table 2-3-

The total direct inputs required to satisfy the $400 increase

in the final demand for manufactured products is shown in

the fifth row of Table 2.3.

The total direct inputs are then multiplied through their

respective colurnns in Table 2,2 in order to deternine the

second round of inputs required. The totals for the second

round of inputs are, in turn, multiplied through their respec-

tive columns in TabLe 2.2 in order to determine the third

round of inputs required. This procedure can, ifl theory, con-

tinue endlessly; but in Table 2.3, it was terminated after

the ninth round. After nine rounds, the numbers in this

example are relatively small, and it is 1ike1y that the error

involved in terminating the procedure after nine rounds is

minimal.

The recapitulation at the bottom of Table 2.3 shows that

a $400 increase in the final denand for manufactured products

would cause: (1) the aglicultural industryts output to rise

by $f Zg.gf ; Q) the manufacturing industry's output to rise

by $542,02; and (3) the service industry's output to rise by

$10g.28. In sum, a $400 increase in the final demand for



Table 2.3
Illustratíon of the Iterative Method of Cornputíng
the Direct and Indirect Requirements Coefficients

Change in the Level of
Final Denand

By
Àgricul ture

By
Èlanufacturing

By
Se rvi ces

0 400 0

Sales as
Direct
fnputs

To Àgriculture
To Manufacturing
To Services

0

400x0.2=80
0

0

0x0=0

0

0

4 00x0.2= 80

0

Total 80 0 80

o
¡J

o.
É
H

Ð

o
t{

15
Ê
H

ú
'ú
a
o
rõ
th

2nd

Round

To Agrlculture
To Hanufacturing
To Service6

80x0=0

0x0. 2=0
80x0.2=16

80x0.6=48'
0x0=0

80x0.6=4 I

I 0x0=0

0x0.2=0
80 x0=0

Total- 16 96 l6

3rd
Round

To Àgriculture
To Manufacturing
To Services

I6 x0=0

95x0 .2=19, 20

0x0.2=0

I6x0. 6=9.50

9 5 x0=0
0x0 .6=0

16x0=0

96x0.2=19. 20
0x0=0

TotaI 19.20 9.60 r9.20

4rh
Round

To Àgriculture
To Manufacturing
To Services

I9.20x0=0
9.60x0.2=1.92
I9.20x0.2=3. 84

19.20x0.6=11.52
9.60x0=0

19 .20x0 .6=II. s2

19.20x0=0
9.50x0.2=1.92

19.20x0=0

lota1 5.76 23.04 I Ot

5rh
Round

lo Agriculture
Io ¡lanufactufing
to Services

5.76x0=0
23.04x0.2=4.60
1.92x0.2=0. 38

5.76x0.6=3.50
2 3.01x0=0

I .92x0,6=I. l5

5.76x0=0
23.04x0.2=4.60

1.92x0=0

TotaI 4.98 4 -65 4.60

6rh
Round

fo
Iô

Àgriculture
Manufacturing
se rvi ce sfo

4 . 9 8x0=0

4 .65x0.2=0.9 3

4 .50x0. 2=O .92

¡l .9 8x0 .6=2 .99

4.65x0=0
4 .60x0,6=2.76

4.98x0=0
4 .55x0. 2=0. 9 3

¡l .60x0=0

Total 1.85 5 .75 0.9 3

7rh
Round

Io Agriculture
fo Manufacturing
lo Services

1.85x0=0
5 . 75x0.2=1. l5
0.93x0.2=0.I9

I .85x0.6=1. 1I
5 .75x0=0

0.9 3x0.6=0.56

I.85x0=0
5 . ?5x0. 2=L l5

0 . 9 3x0=0

TotaI r.34 L.67 r. ts

8th
Roud

To Àgricultu!e
¡tanufacturing
Services

to
fo

1.34x0=0
1.67x0.2=0.33
1.15x0.2=0.23

1.3¡1x0.5=0.80
I . 5 ?x0=0

1.15x0.6=0.69

I. 31x0=0

I.67x0.2=0.33
l. 15x0=0

Total 0.56 0.77 0. 33

9rh
Round

To Àgriculture
To Manufacturing
To Services

0 .56x0=0
0. 77x0.2=0. 15

0. 33x0.2=0.07

0.56x0.5=0.34
0.77x0=0

0. 33x0.6=0 .20

0.56x0=0
0. ??x0.2=0. ]5
0. 33x0=0

Totå1 o.22 0.54 0.15

Change in the I¿veI of
Final Demand

Recapi tulation

0 400 0

RequireÊ DirecÈ Inputs of 80 0 80

Requfres Indirect Inputr of ¡19.9I+ I42.02+ 28 . Z8+

Total Inputs Reguired 129.91+ 542.02+ I08.28+

-35-
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manuf actured products rvould cause the regionrs gross output

to rise by $780.21. Note that as was pointed out earlier,

the $400 increase in the final denand for manufactured products

would not snowball into an infinitely large expansion of

the region's economy. As you can see in Table 2.3, because

of demand leakages, the increased demand generated by each

round of expansion gets smaller and smaller, until it essen-

tia1-i-y dies out altogether.

The iterative method can be somewhat curnbersome when

direct and indirect requirements computations are needed for

a number of alternative 1eve1s and compositions of final

demand. It would therefore be useful to have a set of direct

and indirect requirements coefficients which could be used

to compute the direct and indirect requirements for any 1evel

and composition of final demand.

Such a set of coefficients can be derived by applying

the iteratíve procedure outlined in Table 2.3 for a one dollar

change in the final demand for each industry in the interme-

diate sector, in turn. That is, the iterative procedure

would be carried out for a one dollar change in the final

denand for agricultural products, then for a one do11ar change

in the final denand for manufactured products, and so on.

The results of doing this are shown in Table 2.4. As was the

case with the cornputations in Tabl e 2.3, the procedure

was terminated after the ninth round.

The direct and indirect requirements coefficients can

be used to estimate the direct and indirect effects on the
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Table of Di-rect and Indirect Input

Purchases by:

Sales to:

Table 2.4

X
t{
.lJ
Ø

.ú

H

Agriculture

Manufacturing

Agriculture

Se rvi ce s

Total Direct and
Indirect InPuts

I ndu s try

Manufacturing Servi ces

I

u¡\¡
I
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region's economy of a change in the final demand for the

output of any of the industries in the intermediate sector.

For example, if the final denand for manufactured products

were to increase by $400, this would cause: (1) the agricul-

tural industry's output to rise by $130.a0; (2) the manufac-

turing industryts output to rise by $S+5.20; and (3) the

service industryrs output to rise by $fOS.+0. In sum, an

increase of $400 in the final dernand for manufactured products

would cause the regionrs gross output to rise by $782.00.

In this example, the direct and indirect inputs required were

obtained by multiplying each entTy in the manufacturing in-

dustry's column in Table 2.4 by the change in the final denand

for that industry's output.

The iterative nethod for computing the direct and in-
direct requirements coefficients is relatively easy to use in

the case of our hypothetical economy with only three indus -

tries in the intermediate sector. However, when this method

is used in the case of arL economy with more than a handful of

industries in the intermediate sector, the computation of the

direct and indirect requirements coefficients can be extremely

tedious and time-consuming. For this reason, the iterative

nethod is not used when the intermediate sector contains

more than a handful of industries; instead, the matrix inverse

method is used.

Before turning to a discussion of the matrix inverse

method, let us first have a look at the algebraic notation

that will be used in the discussion. Let:
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X= = industry its gross outputL'

X, = industry j 's total inputs
J

X,: = industry irs sales to industry jtJ

Y= = industry i's sales to the final demand sector1

V. = industry j 's purchases from the prirnaryI itrprt sêcior

Note that the synbol i stands for any rovù in the input-
output transactions table while the symbol j stands for any

column in the table.

The generalized form of our hypothetical economyrs input-
output transactions table (ie., Table 2,I), using the above

algebraic notation, is shown in Table 2.5. If we sum across

the first row of Table 2.5 and rearrange the terms, we find
that:

Yt = X1 - *11 - *IZ - *13 Q.IS)

That is, the portion of the agricultural industry's output

which was seld to the final demand sector is equal to that
industry's gross output, less the amount consumed by that
industry, less the arnount consumed by the manufacturing

industry, less the amount consumed by the service industry.

If we do the same for the manufacturing and service industries,
we obtain the following set of equations:

Yl=Xt-*11-*IZ-*lJ

Yz = xz - *zr - *zz - xzs (2.r4)

Y-=X--x---x-^-x--5 J 51 5¿ 55



Purchases by:

Sales to:

TaL_1e 2.5

Generalized Form of an Input-0utput
Transactlons IaDle

Agriculture

Manu fac tur ing

Agri cu1 ture

Se rvi ce s

Primary Inputs

Indus try

*11

Gross Input

Manufacturing

*zI

x31

*rz

vt

xzz

Se rvi ces

,t1

x-5̂L

*1s

vz

Final
Demand

x^-
L.J

xz

JJ

Yt

V-
.5

Gross
0utput

Yz

X-
J

Y-
5

xt

I

s.
O
I

xz

Y

X-
J

V
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The direct requirements coefficients for our hypothe -

tlca1 economy were obtained by dividing each entry in a given

industry's column in the input-output transactions table by

the column industryrs gross output' Note, however' that

since an industry's gross output is equal to íts gross input,

an alternative way of obtaining these coefficíencts is to

divide the entries by the industry's gross input. That is:

X.a- = 11r)
*j

where ã,, is the direct requirements coefficient' Since
LJ

equation (2.I5) can be rewritten as:

(2.1s)

(2.l-6)

(2 . L7)

Y- = a..X.--11 lJ )

it follows that every xij entry in dre three equations in Q 'r4)

can be rewritten in this form' That is, *11 can be rewritten

as u11Xl, simíLatIy, xZS can be rewritten as ^23X3' 
etc' Thus:

Yt = Xt - utlXt - 
"LZXZ 

- "lgXj

YZ = XZ - ^ZIXI 
- IZ?.XZ - 

^Z3Xs

Yg = XS - 
"31X1 

- 
^SZXZ 

- u3SX3

The above equations are simultaneous linear equations

and can be expressed in matrix fottr 2l as follows:

Y=x-Ax (2.18)

21R brief introduction to matrix algebra is provided.in
npp""áii-g for those who are unfaniliar with the subject'
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Purchases by:

Table of Direct and Indirect Input

Sales to:

Tab 1e 2 .6

fr
+J
Ø

d

Agriculture

Manufacturing

Ag ri cul t ure

Total Direct and
Indirect Inputs

Servi ces

1.196

Indusry

Manufacturing

0.815

0.163

0 .326

2.774

i .359

Services

0.27 2

0.435

1.957

0.978

1.196

Þ
Þ

I

2.609
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2.2.4 The Direct, rnd"ireet' and Induced
Requiz'ements Coe f ficíents

In the previous section, it was shown how an increase

inthefinaldernandforanindustry'soutputcanhavebotha

directandanindirecteffectonaTegion'seconomy.Such

an increase, howeverr can also have what is referred to as

aninducedeffectontheregion'seconomy.
If an industry were to expand its output in order to

satisfyanincreaseinthefinaldenandforitsoutput,not

onlywouldithavetopurchaseadditionalinllr.lt.sfrom
other industries in the region, it would also have to purchase

additional labour inputs from the primary input sector'

either by hiring more enployees or by making its employees

worklongerhours.Asaresult,thelevelofpersonalincome

intheregionwouldrise.Sinceitisunlikelythatallof

thisadditionalincomewouldbesaved,taxedaway,olspent
outsidetheregion,itfollowsthatthisincreaseinthe

levelofpersonalincomewouldinduceconsumerdemandinthe

regiontoincrease.Furthermole'theindustriesfromwhich

the first industry would purchase additional inputs would also

purchaseadditionallabourinputsthuscausingconsumeTdemand

to increase even more. The result: when an industry expands

itsoutputinordertosatisfyanincreaseinthefinaldemand

foritsoutput,theregionaleconomyexpandsnotonlybecause

oftheadditionaldirectandindirectinputsitpurchases

fronotherindustries,butalsobecauseoftheincreasein

consumer denand in the region which is triggered off by that

industrYrs exPansion '
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The induced effect on the regional economy of an increase
in the final demand for an industry's output can be taken

into account by "c1osing" the input-output transactions table
with respect to households. rn the case of our hypothetical
economy, this is done by treating households as an indus try22
and thus moving the household consumption column and labour
inputs row into the intermediate sector.

The transactions table in Table 2.7 is the same as the

one in Table 2.r except that it is closed with respect to
households. The direct requirements coefficients obtained by

dividing the entries in each industryrs column by that indus-
try' s gross output are shown in Table z.B. writing these

coefficients in matrix form gives:

Sub trac t ing the A matrix from

(r - A)

-0.2 -0
1 -0

o.¡

l:31

'_l
identity matrix gives:

-o.v
-0.21
-0.6 IJ

0.2
0

0.2
0.3

0.2
0.6
0

0.22

A

.6

the

.z
,6

-0.2 1

-0.3 -0.2

The inverse

_'l(J-A)'=
. s4=7

.43s !
;

. el7 i

.3R7)

of the (I - A) marrix is:
1.036 I.269
2 .643 2 .487.
7.282 2 .383
I .257 1 .477

l¡-- sgr

l' 'o''
i 1.153
þ ,:rt

1

2

1

7.

')')-'Treating households as an industry is not as farfetched asit..may sound. Households, af ter ali,
"...se11 labour' managerial ski11s, and privatery
owned resources; !!"y -receive in payment r{agesand salaries, dir¡idends, rents, proþrietor'i'
income, etc. . Ar9 to -produce tÉ"^r" iérources ,they.buy food, .Jothiñg, automobiles, housing,services, and other consumer goods"(Échaffer]'
7976, p.9)
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Hypothetical Input-Output Transactions Table
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Industry
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0
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Final
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0
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0
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Output
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0

0
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Table of Direct Input Requirenents Coefficients
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The table of direct, indirect, and induced requirements

coefficients is shown in Table 2.9. Note that these coeffi-

cients are much greater than the direct and indirect require-

ments coefficients in Table 2.6. This is because not only

the direct and indirect effects, but also the induced effects

of an increase in final demand on the regional economy have

been taken into account.

The direct, indirect, and induced requirements coeffi-

cientscanbeusedtodeterminethetotaleffectonthe

regional economy of an increase in the final demand for the

output of one or nore of the industries in the intermediate

sector. For example, if the final demand for manufactured

products were to increase by $400, this would cause: (1)

the agricultural industry's output to rise by $4fa'a0;

(2) the manufacturing industry's output to rise by $r0s7.20;

(3) the service industry's output to rise by $512'80; and

(4) the households "industry's" output to rise by $soz'go'

A $400 increase in the final demand for manufactured products'

thenrwouldcausetheregion'sgrossoutputtoriseby

$2487.20. In this example, the direct, indirect, and induced

effectswereobtainedbynultiplyingeachentryinthemanu-
facturing industry's column in Table 2'9 by the change in

the final demand for manufactured products '

2,?'.5 The Limitations of fnput-Output AnaLysis

As1^laspointedoutearLier,input-outputanalysiscan

be used both: (1) as a descriptive device which describes

the flow of goods and services in an economy during a
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Sales to:

Table of Direct, Indirect, and Induced
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Table 2.9

Manufacturing

Agri cu1 ture

Se rvi ce s

Labour

Total Direct.
Indi rect , and
Induced Inputs

1.891

Manufacturing

2.073

Indus try

1 153

1.036

I.237

2.643

Se rvi ce s

6.348

1.282

r .269

r .282

2. 487

Labour

6 .243

2 .383

r.347

2.383

2 .435

8.522

1. 917

('r
O

I .9r7

7 .616
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particular period of time; and (2) as a predictive device

to draw inferences about the effect on an economy of an

increase in the final demand for an industry's output. Most

of the critics of input-output analysis do not object to its

use as a descriptive device; instead, most of their objections

revolve around the fact that the use of input-output analysis

for predictive purposes involves a number of assumptions

which can limit its predictíve capabilities.

The first of these assumptions is that all economic

activities in the region under study do not experience econo-

mies or diseconomies of scale. That is, each economic activity

in the region has a linear production function. Thus, for

example, if the production of one refrigerator requires ten

pounds of stee1, then the production of ten refrigerators

requires one hundred pounds of steel and the production of

one hundred refrigerators requires one thousand pounds of

stee1. Sinilarly, if the production of one refrigerator

requires two man-hours of labour, then the production of ten

refrigerators will require twenty man-hours of labour and

the production of one hundred refrigerators will require two

hundred man-hours of labour. In sum' it is assumed that

whenever an economic activity's output changes (íncreases

or decreases) by some factor, then it.s input requirements

will change by the same factor.

For some econornic activities, this assumption is a valid

one; for others, it is not. Nfany economic activities, both

in the private and public sector, experience economies of
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sca1e. For example,

An integrated iron and steel works achieves
lowest average costs when it operates at ful1
capacity and produces at least ten million tons
of steel annua1ly. Likewise an electric power
p1ant, an oi1 refinery, or a deep coal mine
operation operates at lowest average costs when
its scale is very 1arge. Many important func-
tions provided by a city, region, or central
government are also subject to scale economies.
These functions range from cultural activities
such as a symphony or national park to basic
services in providing law and order (such as
police and fire protection), highway maintenance,
and water and sev/age disposal (Isard, 7975,
p. 67) .

0n the other hand, many economic activities

diseconomies of scale. For some economic activit
exper]-ence

ies, after
a certain scale of operations is reached

certain diseconomies develop. Adninistration
becomes unwieldy, bureaucracy develops, and
workers get in each others' vlay. Moreover,
environmental costs may appear when an industry
or region or population cluster becomes so large
that its pollution emissions exceed the natural
capactty of the environment to absorb them.

. .The presence of diseconomies is often reflected
in increases in specific variable costs per unit.
For example, more and more management services
per unit of output may be required as operations
expand, more and more inputs of aùninistrative
personnel per unit of output inay be needed in
running an educational system, and more and more
paperwork and secretarial services may be required
to reach a decision

0r, while raw material costs per urit rnay decrease
up to a point because of economies in buying raw
materials in volume (say in carload lots),
these costs may then rise. Beyond a certain
scale the demand rnay exceed the supply capacity
of a nearby source of that raw material. It may
become necessary to tap a more distant and nore
expensive source, or a source able to provide
only a lower quality of raw material (Isard,
1975, pp. 67-68).
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Consequently, the assumption that aII econornic activi-

ties in the region under study do not expeiience economies

oT diseconomies of scale may, in some instances, 1i-mit the

predictive capability of input-output analysis.

The second assumption lfhich may limit the predictive

capability of input-output analysis is that the econornic

system under study is in stationary equilibrium. The standard

procedure in input-output analysis is to investigate the

econonyrs flow of goods and services during a specific period

of timerusualTy a calendar year, and to compute the direct

requirements coefficients (from which the direct and indirect

as well as the direct, indirect, and induced requirements

coefficients are derived) without referring to events which

have taken place in the immediately preceding time period

or which are about to take place in the immediately subse-

quent tirne period.

This assumption may linit the predictive capability of

input-output analysis for two reasons. First of all,

Any particular year may involve "irreS-!]a1ities"
thât- bring the reliability of the coefficients
derived fiom the transactions ðata into question.
Such irregularities may include najor strikes,
passing tãas, unusually large inventories and
õther temporary influences on the regional
economy (Bendavid, 1972, P.164) .

Secondly, this assumption:

implies that all inputs are produced in the
same period as the output to which thel contri--
bute, and that there is a precise functional
relaiionship between the output of a raw material
in [a cértain period of time] and the output
of the fini-shed good in the same time period.

In reality! current output in any industry is
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related to "previousl'output in the supply-
ing industries and expected "future" demand
by consumers. For technological, institu-
tional and geographic reasons, the time which
elapses between "previous" and "futurel'*?y
be much longer than the period on which the
Iinput-output transactions] table is based
(Wright, 1965?, p. 46).

The last assumption is that the direct requirements

coefficients, from which the direct and indirect requirements

coefficients and the direct, indirect, and induced require-

mentS coefficientS are derived, remain constant oveT time.

There are a number of factors which could cause the direct

requirements coefficients to change over time. One factor

which could cause these coefficients to change is a change

in the price of certain inputs relative to the price of

other inputs. This could induce some substitution among

inputs. For example, if the price of copper relative to the

price of aluminum were to rise, building contractors night

substitute aluminum wiring for copper wiring in homes and

office buildings. SimiLarly, if the price of labour relative

to the price of capital equipment were to rise, firms night

alter their production processes by substituting capital

equipment for labour.

Technical change is another factor which could cause

the direct requirements coefficients to change. For example,

technological change could reduce the number of man-hours

of labour or the nunber of pounds of steel required to

produce one refrigerator.

Yet another factor which could cause the direct require-

ments coefficients to change over time is population growth.
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As a region's population grows, it provides a constantly

growing 1oca1 market for a variety of goods and services'

and once the market reaches a certain size, it nay become

economicaltoproducewithintheregionSomeofthegoods

and services which formerly had to be imported into the

reg ion.

Itshouldbepointedoutthatthefactthatthedirect

requirements coefficients may not remain constant over time

does not mean that input-output analysis should not be used

as a predictive device. All it means is that:

it seems reasonable to view the use of the
inpui-output technique for qrojection pur-

poses as an approxinatíve procedure ' The more

we can foiãseä'changes in the structure of the
inter-industrysystenandalterthecoeffi-

cients accordingly, ttte firmer the resulting
piãl".tiðns. Ii iíkewise follows that the
accuracy-ói'ti," projections will tend to be
greater tftã ãiotät the pro¡ection-I""t is to the
base y""ir-itt time as wè1l as in size and
.o*potitión of the variables to be measured'
As a .orriãqrr"tt.", the more f requently an input -

output tabie is revised and brought up to
aãtè, th;"ei"ãi", the applicability of the tech-
nique (Isaid, 1960, P. 343) '



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Delineating the StudY Area

In both an economic base study and an input-ouput study,

goods and services which are sold to customers outside the

region must be distinguished from those which are sold to

1ocal customers. As a result, some kind of geographic and/

or economic boundary between the region and the "rest of the

worId" rnus t be es tabl ished.

The easiest way of delineating the study aTea involves

the adoption of political boundaries, so that the area is

bounded in geographic space (Morrison and Smith, I977, p.105).

Political boundaries, however, are not always suitable for

use in econornic analysis because they do not always coincide

with economic boundaries. As a result, Placing the emPhasis

on political rather than economic boundaries can often lead

to a situation where only half a crop-growing aTea or half a

coalfield is included in the economic base or input-output

study. Since econonic base analysis and input-output analysis

are techniques which were designed for the analysis of econom-

ic systems, the aTea included in either type of study should

not cut acToss the local economic structure. When political

boundaries, or for that matter any type of geographical boun-

daries, cut acroSS the loca1 economic structure, the aTea

under study should be delineated on the basis of economic

rather than geograPhical space This, however, 1s easr.er
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said than done, and the task of determining an area's econom j-c

boundaries can be a difficult one '

Fortunately, in the case of Leaf Rapids, Manitoba, the

study aïea could be delineated on the basis of political boun-

daries since these do not cut across the 1ocal economic

Structure. The study aTea, therefore, was viewed aS compris-

ing of the area within the community's municipal boundaries

(as shown in Figure 3.1).

3 .2 The Econornic Base StudY

The ð,ata used to compute the economic base multiplier

for Leaf. Rapids, Manitoba, were obtained from the community's

input-output transactions tab1e. However, since one of the

objectives of this practicum is the description of the steps

involved in an economic base study, the steps that would

have been followed if an economic base study of the community

would have been carried out aTe described be10w.

3.2.I The tlnit of Measure

The first step in the economic base study would have

been the selection of a unit of measule. There is no single

most appropriate unit of measure for an economic base study'

Employnent, payïo11s, income accruing to residents, sales and

value added,23 all can be appropriate units of measure.

Which of these is chosen for a particular economic base study

a7
"value added is
output less the
ased from other

the value of
cost of inPuts
establishments

a business establishment rs

that the establishment Purch-
and individuals.
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depends primarily on the objective of the study and the

availability of data (Tiebout, 1962, p"45).

Since the purpose of the economic base study of Leaf

Rapids, Manitoba was the computation of an employment multi-

plier which could be used to assess the impact on total

enployment of a rise or fal1 in the 1eve1 of mine employ-

ment, the logical unit of measure to select would have been

employment.

3.2.2 The Method of ALLoeating EmpLoyment to the Basic
and Non-basíc Sectot's.

The next step would have involved the selection of a

method of allocating enployment to the basic and non-basic

sectors. There are four methods which can be used to do

this. These are: (1) the assumptions approach; (2) the

location quotient method; (3) the ninimum requirernents method;

and (4) the direct survey method.

By far the simplest of the four methods is the assump-

tions approach. In thís approach, âD arbittaty assumption

is made as to which industries in the study aTea are basic

and which are non-basic. A common assumption that is made

by the users of this approach is that all manufacturing,

agricultural, and extractive (i. e. , mining, loggi-ng, etc. )

industries are basic while all remaining industries are non-

basic. Thus, aII employment in the first three industries

is classified as basic einployment while all remaining employ-

ment is non-basic.
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This approach is attractive because of its símplicity,

and in certain sma1l and isolated comrnunities, it can be used

with reasonable accuracy (Bendavid, 1972, p.108) - Its use'

however, is not recommended because in most caseS, the eTror

involved in using this approach can be large since most in-

dustries have both a basic and non-basic conponent.

The second nethod of allocating ernployment to the basíc

and non-basic sectors is based on the formula for the location
')Aquotient.'* The main idea behind this method is that if a

region is more specializeö than the nation as a whole in the

production of a particular good or service, then that region

must be exporting part of its production of that good or

service (Tiebout , 1962, p.47) .

The location quotient method nakes use of the following

formula: A =4. x Et
'E

n

where A- is the number of people in the region ernployed inr
industry A, An is the number of people employed in industry A

at the natíonal 1eve1, E, is total regional employment, and

E- is total national employment. Solving for A, determines
n

the number of people in the region which would be ernployed in

industry A if that industry produced just enough of whatever

good oI service it produces to satisfy regional demand for

that good or service. For example, if for a Particular
24Th" location quotient is'a statistical- device which is used
to gauge the reiative specialization of a region in selected
industiies. For a detailed discussion of"the concept of the
location quotient, see Isard (1960, pp. I23-126) and Bendavid
(L972, pp. 93-98).

(3.1)
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region Ar= 5000, and if the number of people actually enployed

in industry A was 9000, this would mean that 4000 of these

people owed their jobs to the export market while the remain-

ing 5000 owed their jobs to the regional narket. Consequent-

Iy, 4000 of the industry Ar s employees would be allocated to

the basic sector while the remaining 5000 would be allocated

to the non-basic sector.

The location quotient nethod has a number of conceptual

weaknesses. The method, as formulated in equation (3.1),

assumes that: (1) there are no rnajor differences between the

region's and the nation's productivity and consumption pat-

terns; (2) there is no signifícant crosshauling of cornmodities

between the region and the n"tion;25 (3) exports or imports

of a particular comnodity at the national 1eve1 do not con-

stitute a significant pïoportion of that commodity's total

output; and (4) regional enployment in any industry is not a

significant proportion of national employment in that industry

(Davis , I975, p.2) .

In addition to the above, there is also the problem of

"product mix." The term product nix suggests that within

any one industry, many different products are involved.

Even such a simple commodity as cigarettes has a very large

1tro"That is, all of a regionts consumption of a particular good
or service comes from the region's production. Thus, if a
region produces more of a particular good or service, it may
export some of that good or service; it cannot, however, also
inport some of that good or service.
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variety of different brands. Thus, if a regíon's cigarette

industry produced just enough cigarettes to meet the regionts

needs, chances are they would be all of one brand. If so,

it would be 1ike1y that a good portion of these cigarettes

would be exported from the region while a variety of other

brands would be imported into the region. If this were the

case, the location quotient nethod would allocate all employ-

ment in the cígarette industry to the non-basic sector, even

though some of that industryrs output was exported from the

region. The location quotient method, then, can sometimes

understate the 1eve1 of basic employment.

The third nethod of allocating employment to the basic

and non-basic sectors is the minimum requirements method.

This nethod involves the selection of a large number of

regions which are "similar" to the region under study. For

each region, the percentage distribution of total enployment

among the various industries in the region is computed. Then,

for each industry, the percentages attributed to it in the

various regions are ranked in decreasing order of magnitude.

Lastly, a list comprísing of the lowest ranked value for

each industry is drawn up. This list is referred to as a

minimum requirements profile.

The assumption behind this approach is that for each

industry, the lowest percentage of total employment attrib-
uted to it represents the ninimum required in that industry

to satisfy a region's needs. Consequently, ãîy employment

in excess of this minimun requirement must be basicemployment.
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There are a number of problems associated with the mini-
mum requirernents method. First of all, there is the problem

of decid.ing how many regions to include in the sample. second-

7y, there is the problem of deciding what constitutes a"similar"
region. Thirdry, there is the problem of dealing with "odd-
ba11" regions. The sanple of regions from which the minimum

requirements profile is drawn up may contain sone regions in
which truly unusual and irrelevant factors are at pray and,

unless these oddbal.1 regions are somehow taken into account,

the resulting minimum requirements profile may be sornewhat distorted.

The fourth method of allocating enployment to the basic
and non-basic sectors is the direct survey method. In this
method, information regarding each business establishment's
proportion of sales to customers from outside the region and

to local custoners is obtained, usually by means of a ques-

tionnaire, and these proportions aïe applied to the establish-
ment's total employment. Thus, for example, if 60 percent of
a business establishmentts sales are to customers from outside
the region and 40 percent of its sales are to 1oca1 customers,

then ó0 percent of that establishment's total enployment is
allocated to the basic sector while the remaining 40 percent

is allocated to the non-basic sector. The underlying assump-

tion here is that enployment is proportional to sales. As

for government establishments, all employment in 1oca1 govern-

ment establishments is allocated to the non-basic sector while
all employment in non-1oca1 government establishments is
allocated to the basic sector.
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0f the four methods of allocating employment to the

basic and non-basic sectors, the d.irect survey method is the

one which yields more precise data, mainly because its im-

plementation does not involve the use of simplifying and

sometimes erroneous assumptions about the nature of a

regionrs economy. Unfortunately, while this nethod yields

more precise data, it is not used in many economic base

studies because for anything but sma11 communities, ít is

tedious and time-consuming as well as expensíve. However,

since Leaf Rapids is a relatively smal1 community with a

limited number of business and government establishments,

the direct survey method would have been used.

3.2.3 The Questionnaire

As was pointed out above, the direct survey nethod requires

that the following data be obtaíned from each business estab-

líshment in the study area: (1) a breakdo!/n, on a percentage

basis, between sales to customers located outside'thè,area and

sales to..customets trocated ínside the study area; and (2) total employ-

ment. As for govptf,rrnent establishments, enly employnent data are required.

The questionnaire which would have been used to collect

the above data is shown in Appendix C. Note that the ques-

tionnaire contains some hypothetical ansu¡ers. These will be

used later to illustTate how the questionnaire would have

been processed.

As you can see, the questionnaire is relatively short and

straightforward. In section A, the respondent is asked to
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indicate the name and address of the business or government

establishment in question, as well as his oh/n name and his
position in the establishment's hierarchy. In Section B,

he is asked to provide a breakdown, oû a percentage basis,

between the establishmentts sales to customers located out-

side the study area and sales to customers located inside

the study area. In section C, the respondent is asked to

indicate the number of people his establishnent employs on

a fu11-time, part-tine, and temporary basis.

3.2.4 Ihe Conduct of the Sunueg

Two approaches can be used in a questionnaire survey.

The first involves mailing the questionnaires to all business

and government establishments in the study area and request-

íng that they fill them out and maí1 them back. The second

involves directly interviewing a representative of each busi-

ness and government establishment in the study area with the

ques tionnaire .

The direct approach is by far the better of the thro

approaches because: (1) the response rate is higher; (Z)

ar'y difficulties which the respondents may encounter while

filling out the questionnaire can be resolved during the

ínterview thereby preventing the respondents from misinterpret-
ing one or more questions and subsequently providing incorrect

information; and (3) it a11ows the person carrying out the

study to faniliarize himself with the general character of

the study area. Consequently, the direct interview approach
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would have been used in the econornic base study.

3.2.5 Pz,oeessing the Suestionnaiz,e Data

Suppose a hypothetical business establishment fi11ed

out the questionnaire as shown in Appendix C. The data

would be processed as fo11or^¡s.

Part-time and temporary employment would be converted

to ful1-time job equivalents using the following formula:

p1¡g=PT x HR G.z)
STD

where FTJE is fu11-time job equivalents, PT is the number

of part- time or temporary employees, HR is the average ni¡nber

of hours per week worked by these enployees, and STD is the

number of hours per week in the establishment's standard work

week. For example, during the month of February, the two

part-time employees worked an average of twenty hours per

week. Thus :

FTJE= 2 \^20 = r (s.s)
40

That is, the ti,ùo part-time employees would be converted to one

fu11-time job equivalent. Now, since five people worked ful1-
time during the nonth of February, total ernployment during

February was six fu11-time job equivalents. Following the

same procedure for the months of May, July and November, total
employment during these months would be computed as being

equal to six, eight, and six fu11-time job equiúalents, respectivel;'.

By summing total employnent during the four months (each

of which represents a specific season) and dividing by four,
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average annual employment could be determined. In the case

of our hypothetical business establishment' average annual

employment amounts to 6.5 fu1l-time job equivalents. Now,

since 60 percent of this establishmentrs sales was to out-

side customeTs and the remaining 40 percent of sales was to

1oca1 customers, then ó0 percent of its average annual enploy-

ment, or 3.9 fu1l-tirne equivalents, would be allocated to the

basic sector, while the remaining 40 percent, or 2.6 fu11-

time equivalents, would be allocated to the non-basic sector.

By following the above procedure for every business

establishment in the study area, aLI employment in these

establishnents could be allocated to the basic and non-basic

sectors. As for government establishments, all employment

in non-1oca1 government establishments would be allocated to

the basíc sector while all employment in 1ocal government

establishments could be allocated to the non-basic sector.

3.3 The Input-0utput Study

3 . 3 .I Ihe f ntez's eetoraL FLous Approach:
Form of Input-)utput AnaLgsis

A SimpLified

From an operational point of view, a serious shortcoming

of input-output analysis is the extremely large amount of

data required for the construction of an input-output transac-

tions table. Some of the data which must be obtained includes

...annual expenditures on material and inter-
mediate inputs, heat, light and power, trans-
port costs, rents and rates, taxes, wages,
profits and míscellaneous expenditures; annual
sales to various types of purchasers, such as
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1oca1 businesses, busiriesses in other regions,
...who1esa1ers and retailers, and households;
annual expenditures on new capital plant and
equipment, plus changes in inventories and
depreciation expenses on plant and equipment
...Wherever appropriate, the distribution of
sales and purchases between 1ocal and out-of-
region receipts and expenditures is also
requested (Richardson, 1972, p.101).

These data, especially at the srna11 area 1eve1, are generally

unavailable from published sources and must therefore be

collected by means of a detailed survey. Not only can this

be extremely tedious and tine-consuming, it can also be very

expensive. Furthermore, much of this information may be of

a confidential nature, and consequently nay not be easy to

obtain.

In order to reduce the magnitude of the data collection

task, a number of shortcuts have been developed. One of

these is the intersectoral flows approach which was devel-

oped by Hansøn and Tiebout (1965).26

The intersectoral flows approach differs from the

standard input-output approach in two respects. First of

all, in the standard input-output approach, both input and

output data are collected from business establishments.

However, in the 'intersectoral flows approach, only output

data are collected; 4o input data are collected The ration-

First, ita1e for only collecting output data is twofold

26oah"r shortcuts which have been developed include: t1) the
TAP method; (2) the use of hybrid transactions . tables with
fewer rows than columns; and (3) reducing the number of rows
and columns in the transactions tab1e. A brief description
of the TAP nethod is provided in Bendavid (7972, PP. 17L-I73).
A brief description of the TAP method as well as the other
two shortcuts is provided in Richardson (I972, PP. I33- 158) .
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is assumed that:
...firms know the destination of their outputs
far better than the origin of their inputs,
especially where regional breakdowns are
required. In other words, ín terms of their
input-output f1ows, ínformation for the t'Tows"
is easier to obtain than for the "colunns. "
The reason for this is that the bundle of
inputs is usually so varied and complex that
their origins are difficult even for firms
involved to track down accurately. However,
the same firns are especially concerned with
where and to whom they se11 their output
(Hansen and Tiebout, 1963, p. 411).

Secondly, when all of the rows in the tïansactions table are

fi11ed in, the columns are filled in; thus the output data

in effect generate the input data.

Secondly, in the standard input-output approach, aTI of

the entries ín the transactions table are expressed in do11ar

terms whereas in the intersectoral flows approach, all of

the entries in the transactions table are expressed in terms

of employment. In a tTansactions table which has been

constructed using the intersectoral flows approach, each

industry's total employment is distributed among the other

industries and the final denand sectors in proportion to the

distribution of that industryts sales to the other industries

and the final demand sectors. The underlying assumption

here is that employment is proportional to sa1es. The rovls

in the transactions tab1e, then, show how total enployment in

each industry is directly related to that industryrs sales to

other industries and to the final demand sectors.

From an operational point of view, the intersectoral

flows approach has a number of important advantages over the
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standard input-output approach. The first of these is that

by not seeking input data, the quantity of data which must

be collected is greatly reduced. This, in turn, greatly

reduces the: (1) tine required to collect and process the

ðata and set up the transactions table; and (2) cost of

conducting the study. This is especially ímportant in the

case of a srna11-sca1e regional study where whoever must calry

out the study must do so with a inodest budget and with 1itt1e

or no staff.

The second advantage of the intersectoral flows approach

ís that since it

.. .utiIízes the percentage sales dístribution,
it is possible to fill the rows for different
industries in different measurenent units. For
example, the trading industry row may be fi11ed
wíth the flow of sales dollars rather than with
the distribution charges by the trading industry,
whereas the transportation...industry row may be
fi1led with the physical volume of sales rather
than with transportation charges (Lee et â1. ,
I971,, p.55) .

This further reduces the difficulty and cost of obtaining the

necessary data.

The third advantage of the intersectoral flows approach

is that because all of the entries in the transactions table

aTe expressed in terms of employment, €mPloyment multipliers

can be obtained directly from the data in the transactions

table . ltlhen all of the entries in the trans - actions table

are expïessed in dollar terms, as is the case in the stan-

dard input-output approach, €ilPloyment multipliers can only

be obtained through the use of employment-production
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This is an important advantage when thefunc tíons.27

27--'For a discussion of the
functions in input-output
pp. 34-3s) .

prinary objective of the input-output study is forecasting

the effect on an economy's total employnent of a change in
the final demand for an industry's output.

The fourth advantage of the intersectoral flows approach

is that the chances of successfully collecting all of t-Ìre data required

fron busíness establishnents are much greater than when the

standard input-output approach is used. There are a number

of reasons for this. First of aII, because the quantity of
data that must be collected from individual establishments

is much greater ín the standard input-output approach than

in the intersectoral flows approach, it follows that the

questionnaire which rnust be used in the former approach is

longer and more complicated than the questionnaire which must

be used in the latter approach. Now, since most people,

especialTy "busy" businessmen, do not like to answer 1ong,

complicated questionnaires, the 1eve1 of cooperation from

the business community will usually be greater when the

shorter questionnaire is used. Secondly, in the inter-

sectoral flows approach, businessmen are not required to
reveal sales information in do11ar terms; the whole approach

is in percentages. This avoids any concerns that they may

have about revealing inforrnation on their establishments'

sa1es.

use of employment-production
analysis, see Richardson (I972,
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Theintersectoralflowsapproach,becauseitisaform

ofinput-outputanalysis,suffersfromthesamelimitations

as the latter.28 In addition to these limitations' the

intersectoralflowapproachalsosuffersfromthelimitation

thatitSacrificesthedatadisciplinewhíchthestandard

input-output approach requires in the balancing of row and

columnð'ata.Inthestandardinput-outputapproach,both

salesandpurchasesdataaTecollected,andtheseprovide

sone check on each other since one industry's sale is another

industry's purchase. On the other hand' in the intersectoral

flows approach, only sales data aTe collected' consequently'

the system of cï'oss-checking ís sacrificed, and the magnitude

and direction of any resulting errors are unknown (Bramha1l'

Lg62,PP.103-104).Leeetal.(7973,p.105),however,point

out that while this linitation

...cannot be disrnissed lightly'. it is tempered
somewhat 

-Uy- ttte f act that; in the Pr?ctical
applicaiiãi oi trt" input-output model at the
regional 1eve1, t"-to''äiliation between row and

corumn òtli*álåt for ce11s is based largely on

inf orneá- irrãg"t""t' , Furthermore ' the addi -

tionalcostlncurrecindevelopingcolumn
informaii;; ;;tt be weighted against the
resul ti;;- itpto'o"ments itt the ãccuracy of the
estimates"for^ ce11s in each column'

The insectoral flows approach was the approach used for

the input-output study of Leaf Rapids for the following

reasons. Fírst of all, because the study was to be conduct-

ed by one person working on a limited budget' it was felt

ffins were described in the previous chapter '
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that the only way that such a study could be carried out was

via this approach.

Secondly, because of the limited number of business

establishments in Leaf Rapids, it was felt that a very high

response rate was necessary if the study was to be a success.

In a region with a large number of business establishments in

each industry, the response rate is not as critical a factor

in the success of an input-output study as in the case of a

sma11 community wíth a limited number of business establish-

ments in each industry. When each industry contains a large

nurnber of establishments, it is usually not feasible, because

of the tíme and expense involved, to survey each and every

establishment. Instead, the typical procedure is to select

for each industry a sanple of establishments to be surveyed,

and the survey is "inflated" to the industry leve1 by neans

of control totals.29 If a number of establishments in an

industryts sample refuse to answer the questionnaire, all

one has to do is add a few more establishments to the sample.

However, in a smal1 community, there rnay only be a few estab-

lishments in an inclustry, and, if all or most of these estab-

lishments refuse to answer the questionnaire, one cannot

simply add more establishments to the sample because there

are no other establishments to add to the sample. As a

result, in a sma11 community, it is essential that all

29---For a description of this procedure, see Richardson (1972,
pp. 94-100).
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business establishnents in an industry answer the question-

naire; and, ít was felt that the easiest way of ensuring

this was to use the intersectoral flows approach.

3.3 .2 Lí'sting the Population of Business and
GoÐ et'nment E s tabLí shments

The first step in the input-output study of Leaf Rapids

involved the listing of all business and government estab-

lishments in the comnunity. The main souTce of information

for this vùas the 1977 Manitoba Provincial Phone Directory.

other souïces of information included a sma11 brochure pub-

lished by the Leaf Rapíds Chamber of Commerce and the 7977

community report for Leaf Rapids published by the Manitoba

Department of Industry and Comrnerce '

3.3.3Subd.iuísionoftherntermed'iatesector

A study of the list of business establishments indicated

that Leaf Rapids' intermediate sector could be subdivided into

the following ten distinct industrie't30

1. metal mining - aI1 establishments primarily
engaged in ãhe rnining, milling and benefi-
ciation of metal ores.

30th" industries' definitions draw heavily frorn DBS (1970).
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services incidental to nining - all estab-
lishments so1e1y engaged in the provisíon
of goods and services incidental to the
operation of a metal mine-

fishing and trapping - al-l establishnent'31
primarlly engagèã in commercial fishing and
in the trapping of wild animals for commer-
cial purposes.

construction - a71 general contractors pri-
rnarily engaged in the construction and
repairing of buildings, highways' -or heavy
coñstruciion; and all special trade contrac-
tors such as plumbers, carpenters, electri-
cians, etc., prirnarily engaged in constTuc-
tion and repair work.

transportation - a71 establishments primarily
engagãd in the transportation of passengers'
frõigtrt, or mail by air, and in.operatlng
fixeã-wíng aircraft; the provision of 1oca1
and long ãistance trucking and related
serviceð; the operation of bus or coach
lines; and the operation of a taxicab service '

cornmunications and utilities - all establish-
ments, whether or not owned by a gove-rnment'
primarily engaged in tþ" provision of tele-
rrhone service and in the generation' trans-
missíon, and distribution of electricity'

wholesale trade - aI1 establishments primarily
engaged in the buying of merchandise for
reéaÍe to retailers and to other wholesalers
as well as to industrial ' commercial, institu-
tional, and Professional users -

retail trade - all establishments primarily
engaged in the buying of- merchandise for
t"õui" to the general public for household
or personal consumption as well as the
proïision of related services such as
installation and rePair.

7.

8.

31Noa" that
indi vi dua 1 s
of members

the term "e
working on

of their own

stablishments" as
their own account
fanilies.

used here includes
or with the help
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FinaldemandwassubdividedintothefollowingSeven

sectors:
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fur - representing all sales
pelts tõ non-1oca1 Purchasers'

l0

finance, insurance and real estate - all
establishments prirnarily engaged i-n thg-
;;;;;ii;; of a tanking service; th9 se11-
iirg of insurance; thg buying, . sellittg' .
i"ñtittg, nanaging and appraising of real
;;;;;;; and tñe ãe'"1oPilg and oPerating
of real estate (i.e., ãpartment buildings'
trailer court;, 'ão*métciat buildings ' etc ' )

services- all establishments prínarily
ã"eågðá-i" the-pràvision of rùrr-veaT and/ot
rËãr3"àr rodginþ; the preparation and serving
;;-;;;i; andTor beverages; the operation of
trailer campsites and campgr-oulq:; the. 

.

nrovision of f.acílities for holding rerlgl-ous
!;;;i;;;"oi-rõi-pto*oting religious activities ;

;;å ;h;-provision of misðellaneous personal
iãi"i."s such as barber and beauty ?hop?'
ãái ã"¿ truck rental agencies, dentists'
offices, etc.

1.

?

4.

5.

household consumption - representing "11
sales of .otttrrt"i and persôna1 goods and

services to 1oca1 residents'

1oca1 government - Tepresenting a11.sa1es
ãi ."pîtur "rrã 

-r,o.t-caþita1 
. soods and services

to the locaI government and"to establishments'
iuch as the títt"*" and the exhibition centre'
which are o*.t"ã and/ot operated by the 1oca1

government.

exports: metal ores and concentrates -

;;ã;;;;"ting ãrr sales of metal ores and

concentrates to non-1oca1 smelters and

re finerie s .

exDorts: non-1oca1 government - representing
;îí";;i;t'^ãt ãapitai and non-capital goods

and servícet io'non-1oca1 goverlment agencies'

exoorts: fish and
of'fish and animal
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6. exports: tourists - representing all sales
of goods and services to tourists.

7. exports: miscellaneous - representing all
sales to non-1oca1 purchasers of capital
and non-capital goods and services not
classified as belonging to any of the above
export sectors.

Whíle most input-output studies have a gross capital
formation sector in final demand, such a sector was not

included in this study. The ïeason for this is that
because the intersectoral flows approach is concerned

only with the collection of output (or row) data, its
ability to deal with capital accumulation is quite limited.
Tn the intersectoral flows approach, the only way of obtain-

ing data on capital accumulation is to ask each business

establishnent to indicate the proportion of its sales which

consisted of goods going into capital formation as opposed

to current use. However, because it is difficult, if not

impossible, for a firm to determine with any degree of
confidence whether its goods are bought on capital account

or on current account, the accuracy of an answer to such a

question wou1d, ãt the best of times, be questionable.

3. 3. 5 The Questionnaíne

The questionnaire that was used to collect the necessaïy

data frorn all business and government establishments in Leaf

Rapids is shown in Appendix D. Note that the questionnaire

contains some hypothetical anstvers. These will be used

later to illustrate how the questionnaire data was processed.
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As you can see, the questionnaire is relatíve1y short

and straightforward. In Section A, the respondent is asked

to indicate the name and address of the business establish-

rnent in ques tion as wel l as his own nane and his pos i ti on

in the establishment's hierarchy. In Section B, the respon-

dent is first asked to break down his establíshment's total
sa1es, on a percentage basis, between sales within the

community and sales outside the cornmunity. The respondent

is then asked to break down sales outsíde the community, on

a percentage basis, between sales to the federal and provin-

cial governments and sales to customers other than these

governments. Next, he is asked to break down sales inside

the comrnunity, on percentage basis, between sales to 1oca1

consumers, sales to tourists, sales to the 1oca1 government,

and sales to 1oca1 business establishments. In section C,

the respondent is asked to indicate the number of people his

establishment employs on a ful1-tine, pârt-time, and temporary

basis.

3.3 .6 The Suruey

As was pointed out in an earlier section, there are two

approaches which can be used in a questionnaire survey. The

first of these involves the mailing of the questionnaires to

all business and government establishments in the comnunity;

the second ínvolves the interviewing of a representative of

each business and governnent establishnent in the community.
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Because the latter is the better of the tvùo approaches, it

was the one that was used in the study.

The survey v/as conducted during the latter part of

Ju1y, 1978. All in all, the cooperation of the respondents

was excellent; only two of the fifty-one people contacted

refused to answer the questionnaire.

It was important to note that because of the nature of

the information sought and the memory estimates required, a

certain amount of Tesponse error \^ras unavoidable. No attempt

to gauge the extent of this error was made. However, it is

like 1y that this eïror v/as ninimal because o f the fac t that

for the most part, the respondents occupied key positions

that were mainly connected with sales and managerial functions

3.3.7 Pt'ocessing the Suestionnaire Data

Suppose a hypothetical business establishment answered

the questionnaire as shown in Appendix D. The data would

be processed as follows:

From question 8.1, it can be seen that 30 peÏcent of the

establishmentts total sales was to customers located outside

the community while the remaining 70 percent l^tas to customers

located inside the communitY. From question 8.2, it can be

seen that 50 percent of the establishment's sales to custoners

located outside the community was to the federal and provin-

cial governments while the remaining 50 peTcent hras to cus-

tomers other than the two governments. Thus 15 percent (i'e'

0.30 x 0.50) of the establishment's total sales was to the
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federal and provincial governments and 15 percent (i.e.,

0.30 x 0.50) of its total sales was to other customers

outside the community.

Fron question 8.3, it can be seen that 20 percent of

the establishment's sales to customeTs located inside the

communíty was to loca1 consumeTs, 10 percent was to tourists,

20 percent was to the 1oca1 government, and the renaining

50 percent was to 1ocal busíness establishments. Thus,

74 percent (i.e., 0.70 x 0.20) of the establishnentrs total

sales r^/as to 1ocal consumers, 7 percent (i.e. , 0.70 x 0.10)

was to tourists, 14 peïcent (i.e., 0.70 x 0.20) was to the

1oca1 government, and the remainíng 35 percent (i.e. , 0-70

x 0.50) was to 1oca1 business establishments.

From question 8.4, it can be seen that 10 percent of

the establishment's sales to 1oca1 business establishments

was to the construction industry, 40 percent was to the

retail trade industry, and the remaining 50 percent was to

the service industry

of the establishment

industry, 14 percent

trade industry, and

the service industrY

shown in Appendix E.

The data in section C of the questionnaire is the same

as the ð,ata in section C of the questionnaire in Appendix C.

How thís data is processed was described in an earlier section

(see pp. 59-60).

ts

(i

T7.

Thus 3.5 percent (i. e. , 0. 35 x 0.10)

total sales was to the construction

.e.,0.35 x 0.40) was to the retail

5 percent (i. e. , 0.35x0. 50) was to

The resulting sales distribution is
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The sales distribution is converted to an employrnent

distribution by nultiplyíng each entry in the sales distribu-

tion by the establishrnent's annual average enployment, whích

in this case ís 6.5 fu11-tine job equivalents. The result-

ing ernployment dis tribution is shown in Appendix E .

By following the above procedure for each business esta-

b1íshment surveyed, it was possible to obtain the employment

distribution for each of the ten industries in the inter-

mediate sectoT. As for the governrnent establishments, all

employment in non- 1oca1 government es tabl ishments I^/as a1lo -

cated to the exports: non-1oca1 government SectoT while all

employment in the 1oca1 government establishrnents was

allocated to the 1oca1 government sector'



CHAPTER 4

THE RESULTS

4.I The Economic Base StudY

TheresultsoftheeconomicbasestudyofLeafRapids

areshowninTable4.l,whichshowsthebreakdownoftotal

ernployment in the communi ty by industry' and in Table 4'2 '

which shows the allocation of each industry's employment to

the basic and non-basic sectors' Two observations are worth

noting concerning these tables' First of alf it can be seen

in Table 4.1 that Leaf Rapids is truly a single-industry

community, with one indus tty ' metal mining' accounting for

almost 65 percent of total community employment. In chapter 1,

it was stated that: (1) mineral dePosits are finite

bodieswhicharesubjecttoeconomicaswellasphysicaleX-

haustion;and(2)thedernandforandpriceofmineralcommod-

itiesriseandfallovertimeinacontinuouswavelikepat-

tern.Withthisinnind,itcanbeseenthatLeafRapids'

becauseitishighlydependentonthemetalminingindustry,

is quite susceptible to periods of boom and bust '

Secondly, it can be seen in Tabl e 4 '2 that the basic

sector' which accounts for 73 '5 percent of total community

employment, is indeed the prirne mover of the community's

economy. As a result, Leaf Rapids' economic well-being

dependsuponfactorsoverwhichthecomrnunityanditsresi-

dentshavelittleornocontrol.Theseincludethedemand

for netal ores and concentrates by non-loca1 smelters and
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Table 4.1

Ernployment by Industry Group
Leaf Rapids, Manitoba, 1977

Employment

.aNumber
Percentase
of rotai bIndustry Group

Metal Mining

Local Government

Retail Trade

Non-1oca1 Government

Service s

Services Incidental to
Ir{ining

Finance, fnsurance, and
Real Estate

T ran sp or t at ion

Construction

Wholesale Trade

Fishing and Trapping

Communications and
Utilities

TOTAL ALt INDUSTRIES

aIn ful1-time job equivalents.

643.5

84.6

53. 8

50.0

47 .8

34.0

28.r

15.0

r4.2

10.0

5.0

5.0

991.0

64 .9

8.5

5.4

5.0

4.8

3.4

2.8

1.5

r.4

1.0

0.5

0.5

100.0

bMay not add exactly to total because of rounding.



Allocation of Employment to
Leaf Rapids

INDUSTRY GRgUP

Metal Mining
Local Government
Retail Trade
Non-Local Government
Services
Services Incidental

to Mining
Finance, fnsurance,

and Real Estate
T ransp or t at i on

Construction
Wholesale Trade
Fishing and Trapping
Connunications and

Utilities
TOTAL ALL INDUSTRIES

Table 4.2

the Basic and Non-Basic Sectors
, lvfanitoba , 1977

Total

643

84

53

s0

47

34

28

15

\4
10

5

5

991

Employm-enta

Basic Non-Basic

5

6

8

0

B

643.5
0

7.6
s0.0
11.0

0

0.5
4.r
0.6
4.9
5.0

uIn ful1-time job equivalents

0

.6

.2

0

.8

.0

.6
o

.6

.1

0

.1
o

84

46

36

34

27

10

13

5

Distribution of
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refineries, the level of non-1oca1 government spending,

the 1eve1 of tourist spending, etc.

The data in Table 4.2 can be used to cornpute an enploy-

ment multiplier for Leaf Rapids. Earlier, the economic

base multiplier formula Ì{as given as:

E,
k"b = (4.1)

E¡

where keb is the economic base multiplier, Et is total employ-

ment, and EO is basíc employment. According to Table 4.2,

total employrnent and basic employment were equal to 991.0

and 728.L fu11-time job equivalents, respectively. substi-
tuting these values into equation (4.1) yields:

991.0
k_, = 

- 

= 1.36eD 7zg.r

The economic base multiplier for Leaf Rapids,then, is 1.56.

This implies that if the leve1 of basic employment in the

community were to rise by one, a total of 1.36 new jobs (ie.,
one in the basic sector and 0.36 in the non-basic sector)

would be created. Sinilarly, if the 1eve1 of basic employ-

ment were to decline by one, a total of 1.56 jobs would be

lost. By nultiplying the expected change in the leve1 of
basic employment by the economic base multiplier, âr estimate

of the i-mpact on total community employment can be obtained.

4.2 The Input-Output Study

4.2.7 The Input-)utput Tz,ansaetions Table

The input-output transactions table for Leaf Rapids is

(4.2)
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shown in Tabl e 4.3. Each row in this table shows how much

employment in the row industry was generated by sales to

each industry and to each final demand sector. For example,

looking at the fourth row, construction, it can be seen that

83.1 percent of total employment in the construction industry

(11.8 fu11-tÍme job equivalents) was generated by sales to

the netal mining industry, 2.8 percent (0.4 ful1-time job

equivalents) by sales to itself, 4.2 percent (0.ó fu11-time

job equivalents) by sales to the tlanspoltation industry, and

So on acToss the row. For the construction industry, then,

some 90.1 percent of total employment (12.8 fu11-time job

equivalents) was generated by sales to other industries while

the remaining 9.9 percent (1.4 fu11-time job equivalents)

was generated by sales to final denand.

A number of observations are worth noting concerning

Table 4.3. First of all, it can be seen that only 7.5 percent

of total community employment was generated by inter-industry

sales; the remaining 92.5 percent was generated by sales to

final denand. This 1ow percentage of inter-industry sales

indicates that the 1eve1 of structural interdependence in

the community's economy is Very low. Most of the industries

in the community do not depend on one another for their

economic well -being since they irnport most of their inputs

and se11 most of their output to final demand.32

32Noa" that this statement does not apply to all industries
in Leaf Rapids. There are several industries in the community
in which the percentage of total ernployment generated by sales
to other industries is more than, sãy, 40 percent. These
industries are: (1) services incidental to mining1' (2) construc-
tion; (3) transportation; and (4) wholesale trade. Each of these
industries' economic well-being depends to a large extent on
sales to other industries.
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Secondly, it can be seen that 73.5 percent of total
community employment was generated by sales to non -1oca1

final demand; the remaining 26.5 percent was generated by

1oca1 sales (ie., sales to 1ocal industríes and sales to
local final demand). This indicates that Leaf Rapids' economy

is an open one which in turn irnplies that the conmunityrs

economic well-being depends upon factors over which the

community and its residents have 1ittle or no control.
These include the demand for netal ores and concentrates by

non-1oca1 smelters and refineries, the 1eve1 of non-1ocal

governrnent spending, the 1eve1 of tourist spending, etc.

Thirdly, almost 65 percent of total community employment

is generated by the sale of metal ores and concentrates to

non-1oca1 smelters and refineries. This, combined with

the fact that 6.1 percent of total community employment was

generated by sales to the metal mining industry, indicates

that the community is highly dependent on the exploitatíon
of mineral resources. As was pointed out earlier, this ren-

ders the community quite susceptible to periods of boom and

bust.

4.2.2 The Computation of EmpLoyment MuLtípLiers

The 1evel of economic activity within a region's economy

can be viewed as a function of forces operating within and

without that economy. In the case of Leaf Rapids, the ex-

ternal forces, by virtue of the fact that almost 75 percent

of total community employment is generated by sales to non-

loca1 final denand, give rise to greater fluctuations in the
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levelofeconomicactivityinthecommunity.ForthisTea-

Son,thefocushereisonthecomputationofemploymentmul-

tiplierswhichmeasuretheeffectontotalcommunityemploy-

mentofshiftsarisinginthevariousnon-localfinaldemand

sectors.

The rnethodology used to compute the employment multi -

pliersisthatdevelopedbyHansenandTiebout(1963)intheir

ínput-outputstudyoftheCaliforniaeconomy.Thefirststep
inthecomputationofthernultipliersisthetracingofthe

inter-industryoutputflowstotheSevenfinaldenrandsec-

tors.Essentia-ly,thisinvolvescollapsingtheentriesin

thefirsttencolumnsofTable4.sintotheSevenfinaldenrand

columns by directly and indirectly assigning all employnent

in each industry to the final demand sectors'

Thetechniqueusedtotracetheinter-industryoutput

flows involved three step''33 The first of these was the

computationofdirectemploymentrequirementscoefficients.

ThesecoefficientSwerecalculatedbydividingtheentries

in each industry's column in Table 4'3 by that industryrs

totalemployment.Eachcoefficientderivedinthismanner

índicatesthenumberofjobsintherowindustryrequired

Ora ,n"u1d be pointed out that the technique used-in this

studv to trace tt'e inter-i-"ã"tity "gleY! 
fiows dif fers from

the ône used ;v"ü;";;;";"í'r;:q;Ï:-ll:::l,l'"iilitttl:;:åå:
lllr?t"ri':X.?l*:iï'iË¿iäï'-and time -conáúming - Instead,

a moðif ied \,"t!îã"'or the.onã--used by Lee et ãr ' (1973)

in their i-r,p.,à'-åi;p;; tï"ay of the Tennessee economy was

used.
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per employee in the column indusrty.34 The direct enploy-
ment requirements coefficients obtained in this rnanner are

shown in Table 4.4.

The second step involved the computation of the direct
and indirect enployment requirements coefficients. This was

done by: (i) writing the direct enployment requirements

coefficients in Table 4.4 in matrix form; (z) subtracting
this matrix from the identity matrix; and (3) inverting the
resulting matrix. 35 The direct and indiïect emplol,ment require-
men ts coefficients derived in this manner are shown in
Table 4.5.

The last step involved the assigning of all employment

in each industry, either directly or indirectly, to each of
the final demand sectors. The procedure used to accomplish

this will be illustrated using the data in Tables z.r and

2.6. Note that for the purpose of this illustration, it will
be assumed that the data in these tables are expïessed in
terms of employment rather than dol1utr.36

34Not" that
is akin to
coefficí ent

except for the unit of measure, employment, thisthe usual input-output direct requiiemônt

3 5-.--'i'he matrix was inverted using a built-in
computer program at the University of Mani
facility. A description of this program i
Appendix F.

(or "canned")
tobats computer
s provided in

luTnts -procedure is not íllustrated using the ð,ata in Tables4.3 and 4.5 as the computations involved are too unwieldyfor this purpose.



Iable 4.4

Table of Direct Employment Requirements
Coefficients, Leaf Rapids, Manitoba, 7977
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Table 4.5
Table of Direct and Indirect Employment Requirements

Coefficients, Leaf Rapids, Manftoba, J,977
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the agricultural industry indirectly assigned to the 1ocal

consumption sectol is 792 .7 (ie. , 292.7 - 1 00) . simi Tarry ,

the employment in the rnanufacturing industry indirectly
assigned to the 1oca1 consumption sector is 410.g (ie.,
sl0.8 - 100) .

By carrying out the above process for each final demand

sector, all employment in Table 4.3 was assigned, either
directly or indirectly, to the seven final denand sectoïs.
The results of this process are shown in Table 4.6. Note

that this table is nothing nore than a more sophisticated
version of Table 4,2 rn Table 4.2, total community employ-

ment was allocated to either the basic sector or the non-

basic sector whereas in Table 4.6, it was allocated to seven

final demand sectotr.3T Moreover, the inter-industry rela-
tionships were taken into accouflt when allocating each indus-
tryts employnent to the 1oca1 and non-1ocal final demand

sectotr. SS

37rh" two 1ocal final demand sectors in Table 4.6 correspondto the non-basic sector in Table 4.2; the five non-local final
demand sectors in Table 4.6 corïespond to the basic sectorin Tabl e 4.2.
38r., Tabl e 4.2, only the direct linkages were taken into
account when allocating each industry's enployment to thebasic and non-basic seõtors. For example,- siice all of theservices incidental to mining industry's output was sold tothe metal mining industry, then all oî the fòrmer's employ-
ment was allocated to the non-basic sector. rn Table 4.6'onthe other hand, both the direct and non-direct linkages weretaken into account when allo_cating each industry's eñployrnentto the 1ocal and non-local final demand sectors. For-exâmpl€,g!ing _back to the services incidental to mining industry, èi.nóearr of this industry,'s output was sold to the ñeta1 rniniígindustry and since all of ihe latter industry's output wað soldt9 t.he exports: metal ores and concentrates iector, then allof the services incidental to nining industry,s e*proyment wasallocated to the exports: metal orés and concenträtes sector.
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Table 4.6
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?.1
26.1

4?.1
0.7

4?.8

134 .6

I34.6

2.5

2.5

3.7
0.4
¡¡ .I

643.5

643.5

34 .0
34 .0

0.1
0.r
0.2

0.7
0.5
L.2

2.0
0.4
2.4

0.3
0.6
0.9

42 .7
0.5

43. 2

l't.2
7.4

24.6

36.1

36. r

0.4
0.4

r.2

L.2

99.I
9,5

108,6

86.4

86.4

88.5
0.3

88.8

0.3
0.3

3.4

3.4

50.0

50 .0

55.I
0. ¡l

55 ,5

15.2 9t 5.7
I.2 75.3

t6 .4 991. 0

a ltr full-tire Job eguivålents.
b Ro"r" do not alhrayB. add exactty to totals, due to rounding.
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Thesecondstepinthecomputationofemploymentnulti-

pliersinvolvesthecomputationofamultiplierwhichmeasures

thedirectandindiÏectirnpactontotalcommunityemploy-

ment of a change in the level of employment directly assigned

toagivenfinaldemandsector.Theformulausedtocompute

this rnultiPlier is:
E
"d +1 (4.3)k=
Ed

where k is the rnultiplier in question, Ed*i it the employment

dj-rectly and indirectly assigned to a given final demand

sector, and Ea is the employment dire ct'Ly assigned to that

final demand sector. Thus, fOr the exports: metal ores and

concentTates sector:

706.0,- 1.10t(
643. s

(4.4)

wherethevaluesofEd*íu"dEuwereobtainedfromTable4,6,
Thethirdstepinthecomputationofemploymentmulti-

pliersinvolvesthecomputationofamultiplierwhichmeasures

the direct, indirect, and induced impact on total community

employment, in the short-run, of a change in the leve1 of

employment directly assigned to a given final demand sector '

Thismultiplieriscomputedforallfinaldemandsectors

except the local consumption sector' The fornula used to
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compute this rnultiplier ir,39
k^-= ksr

1-E c

-t-
L

(4. s)

where k* is the short-run multiplier in question, k is the

multiplier which measures the direct and indirect impact on

total enployment of a change in the 1eve1 of employment

directly assigned to the final demand sector in question, Ec

is the employment directly and indírectly assigned to the

1oca1 consumption sector, and Ea is total employnent. For

the exports: metal ores and concentrates sector, then:

1_ _ 1.10It = I.24
1 - 108.6 (4.6)

991.0

where the values of E. and Et vùeïe obtained from Table 4.6

and the value of k was cornputed above.

The last step in the computation of employment multi -

pliers involves the computation of a multiplier which mea-

sures the direct, indirect, and induced impact on total
employment, in the long-run, of a change in the 1evel of
employment directly assigned to a given final demand

ct'

39th" derivation of this fornula is shown in Appendix G.
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,".tot.40 This nultiplier is only computed for the non-

1ocal final demand sectors. The formula used to compute

4Oth" difference between this multiplier and the previous
one is as follows. When the leve1 of employment directly
assigned to a given final demand sector increases, total
community employment expands, both directly and indirectly.
As the 1eve1 of total community employment expands, so does
the 1eve1 of cornmunity income (due to the wages and salaries
paid to the new employees). Unless all of the additional
community income is saved, taxed away, or spent outside
the community, the increase in the 1evel of community income
should lead to a roughly proportional increase in consumer
demand for the output of the community's intermediate sec-
tor, which in turn should lead to a further expansion of
total community employment. This is the direct, indirect,
and induced impact on total employment measured by the
short -run multiplier.

In the long-run, however, the original increase in the
1eve1 oI employment 9itggtly assigned to the final denand
sector in question should not only lead to an expansion of
consumer demand, it should also lead. to an expansion of
the 1ocal government. As total enployment in the community
expands, so would the population. This would lead to an
increase in the demand for roads, schools, municipal facili-
ties, and other such services provided by the local govern-
ment. This increase in the dernand for services provided by
the local government should induce the 1ocal government to
expand, thereby increasing the number of people it employs
as well as increasing the amount of goods and services it
purchases from the community's intermediate sector. This
in turn should induce a further increase in the level of
total community employment. This is the direct, indirect,
and induced impact on total employment measured by the
long-run multiplier.
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thi s ier
r

where k1, is the

ment directly and

ment sector. For

sector, then:

k1t

E. Ett

long-run multiplier

indirectly assigned

the exports: metal

1.10 (1.10)

(4.7)

and Er o is the employ-

to the loca1 govern-

ores and concentTates

multipl
kr

.47
1S:

ut,

I - 108.6 88.8 = 7.37 (4. B)

991.0 991.0

where the values of E., urr, and Ea were obtained frorn Table

4.6 and the value of k was computed above.

The overall values of the multipliers for each of the

final demand sectors are summarized in Table 4.7. These

nultipliers can be used to assess the impact on total community

employment of a change in the leve1 of employment directly
assigned to a given final demand sector. This can be illus-
trated with the following example. Suppose that the 1eve1

of employment in the metal mining industry were to increase

by 100. This, because of the fact that all of this industry,s
output is sold to the exports: rnetal ores and concentrates

sector, wourd in turn cause the 1eve1 of enployment di-rect-

1y assigned to this particular final denand sector to rise
by the same amount. Using the appropriate nultiplier from

Table 4.7, it can be seen that this increase in employment

in the metal nining industry would, in the short-run, create

41th" derivation of this formula is shown Ín Appendix G
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I24 (i.e., 100 x I.24) new jobs in the community while in

the long-run, this increase would create 737 (i.e. 100 x

1.37 ) new jobs. By the same token, if the 1evel of ernploy-

ment in the metal mining industry were to decline by 100,

this wou1d, in the short-run! cause total cornrnunity employ-

ment to decline by 724 while in the long-run, this would

cause total community employment to decline by 737.

4,3 Points to Keep in N{ind When Using Employment Multipliers

It is imperative that the following points be kept in

mind when using the employment nultipliers obtained from both

the economic base study and the input-output study of Leaf

Rapids. First of aIL, as forecasting devices, both economic

base analysis and input-output analysis are subject to a

number of limitations. These were discussed in an earlier

chapter and will therefore not be repeated here.

Secondly, it should be kept in mind that ernployment,

the unit of measure in both studies, is in some instances

not a sensitive indicator of changes in the leve1 of econo -

mic activity. Suppose, for example, that with an unaltered

employment 1eve1, the netal mining industry v/ere to experience

an increase in productivity. Since productivity increases

generally result in higher wages, consumer spending in the

community would 1ike1y rise, and this in turn could lead to

an increase in the leve1 of employment in a number of local

industries. Such a change in the 1evel of total cornmunity
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employment, however, would not be measured by an employment

multiplier since the 1evel of enployment in the metal

mining industry would not have changed.

Thirdly, it should be kept in mind that both economic

base analysis input-output analysis take "supp1y" for granted.

That is, when considering the effects of denand on regional

activity, both techniques ímplicitly assume:

that supplies of inputs would automa-
tíca11y be forthcoming, ãt no increase in
per-unit cost, to support any additional
activity responding to increased denand.
In other words, supplies of inputs, such as
labor, capital, imports, and public services,

Iare] taken to be perfectly elastic and
consequently irnposing no constraint on
regional growth (Hoover, I975, p. Z3I).

For example, if the demand for labour exceeds the community's

labour force, it is implicitly assumed that more workers

will move in from other areas.



CHAPTER 5

D] SCUSS TON

5.1 The Advantages of Economic Base Analysis
over Input-Output Analysis

Economic base analysis has two rnain advantages over

input-output analysis. First of all, the former's data

requirements are not as great as the latterrs. For example,

in the economic base study of Leaf Rapids, representatives of

each business establishment in the community would have been

asked to: (1) break down their establishmentrs total sales

between those to customers from outside the community and

those to customers frorn within the community; and (2) indi-

cate the approximate number of people employed by their

establishment. As for the representatives of government

establíshments in the community, these would have been asked

to indicate the approximate number of people employed by

their establishment.

The data requirements of the input-output study of

Leaf Rapidsr oD the other hand, were much greater. The

Tepresentatives of each business establishment in the commu-

nity were asked to: (1) break down their establishment's

total sales between those to customers, excluding tourists,
from outside the community and those to customers, inclu-

ding tourists, from within the community; (2) break down

their establishment's sales to customers from outside the

community between those to the federal and provincial govern-

ments and those to customers other than those governments;
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(3) break down their establishment's sales to customers from

within the community between those to 1ocal consumeïs,

those to tourists, those to the 1oca1 governnent, and those

to 1ocal businesses; (4) allocate their establishment's
sales to 1ocal businesses to each of the ten industïy groups

in the community; and (5) to indicate the approxinate number

of people ernployed by their establishment. As for the re-
presentatives of government establishments in the community,

these were asked to indicate the approximate nunber of people

employed by their establishment.

Because an economic base study involves the collecting
and processing of less data than an input-output study, the

former can therefore be carried out in less time than the

latter. Furtheïmore, since the o1d saying that "time is
money" holds true, it follows that the cost of carrying out

an economic base study is less than the cost of carrying
out an input-output study.

The second main advantage of economic base analysis
over input-output analysis is that the computation of an

economic base multiplier requires substantially less time

and effort than the computation of employment multipliers
using the data in an input-output transactions tab1e. For

example, in the case of the economic base study of Leaf

Rapids, the economic base multiplier was computed simply

by dividing total conmunity employnent by that portion of
total community employment assigned to the basic sector.

The computation of ernployment multipliers from the data
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in Leaf Rapids' input-output transactions tab1e, on the

other hand, required substantia1-1-y more time and effort.
It should be pointed out that the conputation of the multi-
pliers as such was relatively easy, involving the use of

three sirnple formulas. It's just that before the rnultipliers
could be computed, aII employment in the transactions table

had to be assigned, both directly and indirectly, to the

seven final demand sectors.

It is important to note that the importance of the above

advantages is a function of the size of the community under

study. In the case of a small community, such as Leaf

Rapids, these advantages are not overly important, for the

following reasons. First of all, because the number of

business and government establishments in a sma11 mining

community is generally smal1, the anount of data which must

be collected and processed in an input-output study is not

all that great. Secondly, because the number of industry
groups in such a community is not 1arge, the task of direct-
ly and indirectly assigning all of the employment in the

transactions table to the final sectors is not all that dif-
ficult and time-consuming. Thus, the time, effort, and cost

involved in an input-output study of a smal1 community are

not much greater than those involved in an economic base

s tudy .

0n the other hand, if the community under study is 1arge,

the above advantages can be important. Because the number

of business and government establishnents in such a comnu-

nity is 1arge, the amount of data which must be collected
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and processed in an input-output study can be quite 1arge.

Secondly, because the number of industry gloups in such a

community can be 1arge, the task of directly and indirectly

assigning all of the employment in the transactions table to

the final demand sectors can be somewhat time-consuming.

Consequently, the tine, effort, and cost inolved in an

input-output study of a large community can be substantia1Ty

greateT than those involved in an economic base study.

5.2 The Advantages of Input-Output Analysis
Over Economic Base AnalYsis

Input-output analysis has two main advantages over eco-

nomic base analysis. First of all, an input-output trans-

actions table provides a far more detailed description of

the internal workings of a community t s economy than does a

table in which total community employment is broken down

between basic and non-basic enployment.

Tabl e 4.2 shows the percentage of employment in each

industry and in the community as a whole which was generated

by sales to outside customers and the percentage genelated

by sales to 1ocal customers. For exarnple, according to

Table 4.2, some 73.5 percent of total community enployment

was generated by sales to outside custorners while the remain-

ing 26.5 percent was generated by sales to 1oca1 customers.

But what proportion of total community employment was

generated by sales to the federal and provincial governments?

What ploportion was genelated by sales to 1oca1 consumers?

How many jobs in the conmunity were generated by tourist
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expenditures? By expenditures by 1oca1 business establish-
ments? And so on. The ansvrers to these and similar ques-

tions simply cannot be obtained from Table 4.2.

The answer to these questions, oD the other hand, can

readily be obtained from an input-output transactions table.
For example, referring to Table 4.3, it can be seen that
5.7 percent of total community enployment was generated by

sales to the federal and provincial governments, 10 percent

was generated by sales to 1ocal consumers, 0.4 percent was

generated by sales to tourists, and 7.5 percent by sales to
1oca1 business establishments. In sum, then, âD input-output
transactions table provides a far more comprehensive picture
of the internal workings of Leaf Rapids' economy than does

a table which only shows the proportion of employnent allocated
to the basic sector and the proportion allocated to the non-

basic sector.

The second main advantage of input-output analysis over

economic base analysis is that unlike the latter, which yields
only one multiplier, input-output analysis can be used to

compute a variety of rnultipliers. For example, in the eco -

nomic base study of Leaf Rapids, only one multiplier, the

economic base multiplier, could be computed. This multiplier,
which measures the impact on total community employment of
a change in the 1eve1 of enployment in the basic sector,

has a number of shortcomings. First of all, the economic

base multiplier does not apply to any specific basic activity.
As a result, a change in the level of employment in, sãy, the
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metal nining industry is viewed as having the same impact

on total conmunity employrnent as a similar change in the

1eve1 of, sây, non-1oca1 government employrnent. Secondly,

the economic nultiplier does not distinguish the short-term

impact on total community employment of a given change in
the 1eve1 of basic employment from the long-term impact of

such a change.

The employment multipliers computed in the input-output

study of Leaf Rapids, oD the other hand, do not suffer from

the above shortcomings. First of aII, it was possible to
compute employnent multipliers which app1-y to specific eco-

nomic activities (eg. , 1ocal consumption, exports: metal

ores and concentrates, etc.). Secondly, for each of these

activities, it was possible to compute multipliers which

distinguish the short-term inpact from the long-term impact.
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APPENDIX A

THE DERIVATION OF THE ECONOMIC BASE

MULTIPLIER FORMULAS

The derivation of the econonic base multiplier fornulas

will be illustrated with the use of a simple econornic mode1.

Inagine a region where aTI of the income accruíng to the

region's residents can be subdivided into basic income and

nonbasic income. Thus:

Ya = Yb * Yr, (4. 1)

where Ya is total regional íncome, YO is basic income, and

Y- is nonbasic income. Furthermore, imagine that non-basicn

income is generated via the following two-step process: (1)

the residents spend part of their income 1oca11y on goods and

services; and (2) part of these consumption expenditures

renain within the regional economy and become nonbasic income

while the remainder "leaks" out of the regional economy. Thus

Y., = a b Ya (,{.2)

where a is the region's marginal propensity to .orrrrr*"42 and

b is the marginal propensity of regional consumption expendi-

tures to become nonbasic i.,.o*".43

L?-'The marginal propensity to consume is the amount of extra
consumption expenditures generated by an extTa do11ar of
].ncome.

43^.-"The marginal propensity of regional consunption expenditures
to become nonbasic income is the amount of extra nonbasic
income generated by a one dol1ar increase in consunption
expendi tures .
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Substituting equation (A.2) into equation (4.1) yields:
Yr=Yb+abYa

Solving equation (4.3) for Yt yíe1ds:

Ya= Yb

(A. 3)

(A"4)
1- ab

An equation which illustrates how the 1eve1 of regional
income changes with respect to a change in the 1eve1 of basic
income can be obtained by dífferentiating equation (4.4) with
respect to basic income, as fo11ov/s:

dY1t (A.s)
dYU 1-ab

where dYa ís the change in the leve1 of regional income and

dY¡ is the change in the leve1 of basic incone. Rearranging

equation (4.5) as follows:

dY- - 1 dY. (A. ó)t - --b
1-ab

yields an equation which can be used to assess the change in
the 1eve1 of regional income resulting from a given change in

the level of basíc íncome.

It can be seen in equation (4.6) that a change in the

1eve1 of basic income causes the leve1 of regional income

to change by some nultiple of the initial change in the leve1

of basic income. This multiple is:
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k=
CD

(A. 7)

1- ab

i{here k"b ís the economic bas e mul tipl ier .

The marginal propens ity to consune can be cornputed

using the fornula:
ACa = _ (A.g)
oYt

where AC is the change in regional consumption expenditures

and oYt is the change in regional incorne. The marginal

propensity of regional consulnptíon expenditures to become

nonbasic income can be computed using the formula:
AY,nD=
AC

where 
^Y_ 

is the change in nonbasic income. If we assume
n

that, in the case of our hypothetical regional economy, rnargi-

na1 propensíties are equal to aver'age propensities, then equa-

tions (4.8) and (4.9) can be rewritten as:

(A.e)

(A.10)Ca=_
Y.

L

where C is the leve1 of regional consulnption expenditures, and,

b = Y, (4.11)
-T-

Substituting equations (4.10) and (4.11) into equation

(4.6) yields:
1

T-:-T-n
Y t

k.
CD

-1=
I -/CY \/ nì

F,;/

(A.12 )
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Manipulating equation (A.LZ) as follows:

k,= 1 = 1 - 1 = Yt
CD

l-Y Y,-Y Y, Y'- -n -t -n D D

Yt Y. Y.

yields a second equation which can be used to compute the

economic base rnul tiPl ier .

(A. i 3)



APPENDIX B

A REVIEW OF MATRIX ALGEBRA44

B. 1 Introduction

The following is a brief review of the fundamentals of
matrix algebra. For a more detailed discussion, see any

standard first-year universíty 1eve1 algebra text.

8.2 Deterninants

Before turning to a discussion of matrices, it will be

necessary to discuss briefly the concept of a determinant as

a prerequisite to a later discussion of matrix inversion.
A determinant comprises of a number of quantities, here-

after referred to as elements, arranged in ïows and columns

to form a square. These quantities, or elements, may rep-
Tesent nunbers, constants, variables, or anything which can

take on a single numerical va1ue.

The order of a determinant depends on the number of rows

and columns in the determinant. A second order deterninant
has two rows and two columns; a third order deterninant has

three rows and three columns, and so on. The example belolv

shows a third order determinant:

2
3
5

44^. .''This review draws heavily
and Masser (I972, pp. I34

from Miernyk (19ó5, pp
r37) .

3
1
6

1

4

1

732 - 143)
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The elements of a third or higher-order determinant can

be expressed in terms of minors and cofactors. In defining
these terms, the fo11owíng notation will be used. The exam-

p1e below shows a third order determínant:

brr btz brs

bzt bzz bzs

bsr bsz bss

The subscripts in the above determínant aïe used to denote

the location of any element in the deterrninant. The first
subscript identifies the row; the second identifies the

column. For example, bfS Tepresents the element in the

first row and the thírd column of the determinant.

The mínor of a given element of a third order determi-

nant conprises of the second order determinant which remains

when the rolv and the column of the element in question are

deleted. Minors will be denoted by the symbol n. Appro-

priate subscripts will indicate the minor of a given elenent.
For exarnple, the minor of element bt, is:

(i.e., the rovls and columns which remaín after row 1 and

column 1 are deleted). Similarly, the minor of element

b-- is:JJ

"11
bzz bzs

b-^ b__J¿ J5

brr btz
bzt bzz5J
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The cofactor of an element consísts of that element's
minor with the appropriate sign attached. The symbol B will
be used to denote cofactors. If the sum of the subscripts
is an even number, such as 811, the cofactor will have a plus
sign; if the sun is an odd number, such as B3z, the cofactor
will have a minus sign. The cofactors of the above determi-
nant are:

Btt = + b zz bzs

b-^ b__5¿ -1-1

B l.z

D-+
1J

and so on. E

bzt bzs

b¡r bss

bzt bzz

bgt bsz

ach of the cofactors is evaluated as follows:

Brr = (bzzbsì - þzzbsz)

Btz = - (b ztbsì - (b zs bst)

Brs = (b 
ztb s) = (bz. bsr)

Note that cofactol's for only three of the above third
order deterninantrs elements have been written out, to i11us-
trate the rule of. signs. similar cofactors can be written
for each of the remaining s ix elernents in this determinant.
These however, will not be shown here.
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Before turning to a discussion of the basic laws of

matríx algebra, 1et us first have a look at a number of

definítions.
The principal diagonal of a square matri-x (i. e. , a

natrix where the number of rows equals the number of columns)

conprises of the elements running from the upper left hand

corner to the bottom right hand corner. That is, the princi-

pa1 diagonal comprises of all of the elements in a square

matrix whose row subscript equals the column subscript. Thus:

where the principal diagonal is contained between the two

diagonal 1ines.

A square matrix is nonsingular if its determinant is not

equal to zero. If a matrix is singular (i.e., if its deter-

minant is equal to zero), its inverse cannot be defined.

A matrix which consists of 1's along the principal diag-

onal with all of the other elements equal to zero is referred

to as an identity matri-x. Thus :

I
'l'

lo
where the

0

1

0

symb o 1

f0l
,l

^3r u3z

I is used to denote the identity rnatrix
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Tor\rs and column of

is referred to as a

'l
'lI

CT

Let us now turn to a discussion of some of the basic laws

of matrix algebra. The sum of two rnatrices is obtained by

adding the corresponding elements of the two matrices. This

is illustrated in the following exanple:

If the

the result

then:

CT

where

A+B =

A-B

Note that a

traction of

of rows and

_a

-6

necessary

ma tr ices

co lurnns .

matrix have been

transposed matrix

inte rchanged,

. Thus, if:

1

1

tr
Il2

=l

L:
the

C_

2

4

3

5

4

1

symbo 1

t
1

7

denotes the transpose of matrix C.

t-lì5

lo
A_ 5

1

+Q

+2

ll - 4 =

I
l4-2=

N,=

10

2

5

I
4

2

,l
2l

matrices is obtained by

of the two matrices.

F
lq

8+6=J;-l G- 10 14ìl:llo+z--L) Lr z zl
5+5

l+1

0

0

=0 8

-0 0

-1 5-5

1-1
u =11 [rt-l
', =-rl L""tr
addition and

have the sarne

prerequisite for the

is that the matrices

sub -

numb e r

-l8i
¡

q_l

SimiTarly, the difference between two

subtracting the corresponding elements

Thus, for matrices A and B above:
j
-2
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Matrices can only be nultiplied when the number of
columns in the first matrix equals the number of rows in the

second matrix. rf this condition is satisfied, then the

matrices are said to be conformable. conforrnable matrices

are multiplied as follows:

btz
bzz

Iarrb13*a 
'rbß)\('ztb13*a 
zzb zìl

Le t:

(utt
(az t

nume r i

lis
Bl=lz 1t-

;r
I

ca.tion of a matrix by a vector or a

the same basic ru1es. For instance:

; r- r"| .l="I| 'l-., 
I

,.;I L _,

,t )l--)

An=l(a,,

l("",U'
Consider now

Then:

AB=

*urz bzt)
*uzz bzt)

following

*^ rz b zz)
*^zz bzz)

examp 1e .

btz
btz

ca1

btt
brt

the

;t
,)

28
1aLV

(3x6)
(4x6)

+(5x2)=
+(1x2)=

(5x2) = 22 (3x5) + (5x1) = 20

(1x2)= 18 (ax5)+(1x1)= 2I

2tr1
26 I

+

+

20

2I

p1i

WS

"1

^z

*u1

*uz

)

)

i

o

1

1

(s
(4

vector by

=G
L'

The mu

a vector fo

lãtA-l
fz

o.=1il'

t:
and: ldrl

d=l d2l

L.'j

E

br 
s

b^-¿5

brr

bzt
urz

^zz

u11

azr

"ze=
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d1"1 dt" z dt"s

dz"r ðz"z dz"s

d3" 1 dst z d3" 
3

Then:

de=

AB=

s time that matrix multi-

commutative 1aw of

x b is equal to the

strated as fo11ows.

thi

the

of a

i 11u

G
IL

I

I

ll
B-

It should be

plication does not

mathematics whereb

productofbxa.

Let: ¡1 ilA-l I

þ- '-l

pointed out at

always fo11ow

y the product

This can be

II
E:;

( 1x4)

(2xa)

(3x3)

(0x3)

10

7

(2x3)+ (4x0) = 
'](1x3) +(3x0) = 3

two n

v if ,

e inv

wo sq

and

Th

the i

e said to be i-nver-

oduct is equal to

and 2 is the

ices are said to

their product is
_1 -'l'=IwhereAr

matrix A.

131

,i
+

+

) + (3x1) - s

) + (0x1) - 4

1ll
il

whereas i 
-l(z*

BA= lg.
= l-ro

I

L7

In ordin

ses of each o

1 (eg. , ZxL' =

invers e of ,t)

be inverses o

equal to the

umbers ar

their pr

erse of 2

uare matr

only if,

at is, AA

nverse of

me tic ,

and onl

,z is th

arly, t

her if,
matrix.

deno t e

1)*(4xZ)=
1)*(3xZ)=

ãl
_t,l

ary arith

ther if,

1 where

, Simil

f each ot

identi ty

used tois the symbo
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used to compute the inverse of a matrix

using the following numerical example.

The procedure

will be illustrated
Le t:

The

invo

bye

The

invo

de te

2

3

2

ma trix

the

X

ix

omputation of the inverse matri

of the deterninant of the mat.r

cofactors of row I, as follows:

l. slr 3lll''[
)+ 3(2-3)= 1

inant in this examp 1e i-s uni ty .

the computation of the inverse

tion of all of the cofactors of

first step in the c

lves the evaluation

xpanding along the

lr z sltt
n=11 3 3ltt

11 2 4l

= r ls 3 l- zlt sllllz 4l lr 4

= I(72-6) - 2(4-3

value of the determ

The second step in
lves the ídentifica
rminant, as follows

(6)

1

1

3

4

2)

3

4

3)

3

3

3

2

(-
2

2

(-
2

3

Atr = Ãrz=

Azz=

(-1)
1

I
(1)

A1 s=

A^ -=¿5

(-1)
13
I2

(0)
;l

T2
L2

13
T4

Co fac tor
ofD

t Az1=

1

1

3

3

4

(1)

A---
5-5;l

(0)

fi_^=
5¿

431=



the

ma

conputation

he cofactor

rix. Thus:

6 -1 :1

2I0
301

t

at

L

th

of

SM

Note that to avoid confusion with a transposed rnatrix as such,

the transposed rnatrix of cofactors is here referred to as the

adjoint natrix.
The fourth and last step in the conputation of the inverse

matrix involves the dividing of each element in the adjoint
matrix by the value of the original determinant. since, in
the exanple, the value of the original deterninant is 1, the

numbers in the adjoint matrix are not changed. Thus:

_1 lf, -z ît
A:1=l-1 1 oll-r o 1lt_ -J

Before ending the discussion of matrix inversion, it
should be pointed out that a rnatrix multiplied by its inverse

is equal to the identity natrix. That is:
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The numbers in parentheses above

the values of the cofactors with
into account.

The thi.rd s tep in
involves the arranging

the transposing of thi

Matrix of cofactors=

and:

Adj oint matrix=

each of the cofactors are

the appropriate signs taken

inverse matrix

trix form and

of

sin

o -¿ -5
110
101

ensuring that no errors have

the inverse matrix.

_1
AA '=f

This provides

been made in

with a means of

computation of

us

the
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Multiplying the original matrix by

yie 1ds :

the inverse matrix

+(2x-1)

+ (3x-1)
+ (2x- 1)

0 õ'[

1 0l=

o!
icates

f the

+(

+(

+(

I

3x-1) (7x-2) + (ZxI)+(3x0)

3x-1) (1x-2) +(3x1) +(3x0)

4x-1) (1x-2) +(2x1) +(4x0)

(1x-l)+(2x0).(s;;l
(lx-3) +(3x0) +¡sxr)l

(lx-3) +(2x0) +(a{l

that no errors

inverse matrix.

have been made in the

_'l
A,{ '=

=

The above

conputa t i



APPENDIX C

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE ECONOMIC BASE

STUDY OF LEAF RAPIDS

Interviewed by:

Date of lnterview:

Section A: General

4.1 Name of establíshment
A.2 Address of establishment
4.3 Respondent

4.4 Respondentts Title

In sections B and C, infornation is requested for the calendar
year 1977. If it is not possible to provide data for 1977,
þlease use the latest available yeaT. If this questionnaire
is conpleted for any period other than the calendar year 1977,
please indicate the year used. I97 

-If it is not possible to'give exact answers for aIL questions,
please use yoür best estinate. Please indicate where a best
estimate was used.

Section B: Di stribl:tíon 9f -Sa1es

8.1 Consider your total sales for the calendar yeaT 1977 as
going to two tYPes of customers:

(i) those located oufside of the Leaf Rapids
area (including tõüTîsts) plus all sales
to the federal and the provincial govern-
ments;

(ii) those located inside of the Leaf Rapids
area (excluding tourists) plus all sales
to the local government.

Allocate your sales on a percent basis between these
two groups:

B.1a percentage sold to outside customers plus
the federal and the provincial govern-
ments 60%

B.1b percentage sold to inside customers plus
the 1oca1 government 402

TOTAL:100%
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Section C: Employmeht

In the following questions:

(a) The standard work week is the number of hours per
d for the majority of your

fu11-time employees.

(b) Ful1-time employees are those who regularly work
e standard work week of your

establishment.

(c) Part-time enployees are those who regularl-y work
ffiard number of hours per work
week of your establishment.

(d) Temporary employees are those who are hired for
@ds of time or on an irregular
basis and who worked at least seven hours during
the survey reference period.

When estimating the number of people enployed by your estab -
lishment, please include all persons on paid personal leave
(ie., bereavenent-TeãvÇ jury duty, €tc.), paid sick leave
(including industrial injury leave), paid holidays and paid
vacations. Persons who worked for part of the reference
period and who r.\rere unemployed or on strike for the remainder
of the reference period should also be included in your
estimates. Owners and partners of unincorporated businesses
and professional practices should be excluded from your
estimates if they did not actually wor-k-_ln-TFe establishment
in question.

C.1 How many hours per week does your establishmentrs
standard work week consist of? 40 hrs/wk

C,2 During the calendar year 1977, how many people were
enployed in your establishnent during the last pay
periods of the months of February, May, July, and
November. Please remember to account for all persons
who drew pay for services rendered or for paid
absence during all or part of these pay periods.

February Nfay July Novernber

Full-time 5 5 5 5

Part-time 2 2 4 2

Tenporary

C.3 On the average, how many hours per week did the part-
tirne employees in C.Z work during the survey reference
period?
February Z0 hrs/wk July jo hrs/wk
May ZO hrs/wk Novernber " o hrs/wk



C.4 How many of the
fewer hours than
tablishment?

February
May

0n the average,
employees work

- 130 -

temporary employees in C.2 worked
the standard work week of your es -

hrs/wk
hrs/wk

how many
during the
hrs/wk
hrs/wk

July
November

- hrs/wk

February
May

Section Comments

hrs/wk

hours per week did these
survey reference period?

July - hrs/wk
November hrs /wk



APPENDIX

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE

STUDY OF LEAF

D

INPUT - OUTPUT

RAP iDS

Interviewed by:

Date of Interview:

Section A: General

4.1 Name of establishment

A,2 Address of establishment
4.3 Respondent
A.4 Respondent's Title

In sections B and C, information is requèsted for the calendar
year 1977. If it is not possible to provide data for L977 ,please use the latest available year. If this questionnaire
is completed for any period other than the calendar year 1977,
please indicate the year used . I97 _
If it is not possible to give exact answers for all questions,
please use your best estinate. Please indicate where a best
estimate was used.

Section B: Distribution of Sales

8.1 Consider your total sales for the calendar year 1977 as
going to two types of customers:

(i) those located outside of the Leaf Rapids area
(excluding toulisTlf-plus all sales to the
federal and provincial governments

(ii) those located inside of the Leaf Rapids area
(including tourîsTlf plus all sales to the
local government

Allocate your sales on a percent basis between these
two groups:
B.la percentage sold to outside customers plus

the federal and the provincial governments
B.lb percentage sold to inside customers plus

the 1ocal government
TOTAL:

30%

70%
TîîT
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8.2 Taking a typical do1lar of sales estinated in B.la
plus the federal

and provincial governments), how would you distribute
this dollar of sales among the following two groups?

B.2a sales to the federal and provincial
governments

B.2b sales to customers other than the
federal and provincial governments

B.3b sales directly to tourists
B.3c sales to the 1oca1 government

B.3d sales to business establishments located
in the Leaf Rapids area. Please note that
the terrn "business establishments" in-
cludes self-employed individuals who
purchase goods and services for business
purposes

metal inining
services incidental to rnining
fishing and trapping
construction
transport at ion
communications and utilities
wholesale trade
retail trade

5 0"ó

50%

8.3

TOTAL: I00%

Taking a typical doIlar of sales estimated in B.lb
1us the 1oca1 govern

ment),how would you distribute this do1lar of sales
among the following groups?

B.3a sales directly to 1oca1 consumers. Please
note that the term "1oca1 consumers" refers
to individuals and families who live in the
Leaf Rapids area and who purchase goods and
services for their own personal use 20%

r0%

20%

s0%

TOTAL: 100%

8.4 Taking a typical dollar of sales estimated in
ments), how would

you distribute this typical do11ar of sales among
the following industries?

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(e)
(h)
(i)
( j )
(k)

finance, insurance, and
services (business and
other (please specify)

real estate
personal )

0%

0%

0%

I0"ó
0%

0%

0%

4 0"ó

0%

s0z
0%

TOTAL: r00%



Sect'ion C: Employrnent

In the following questions:

(a) The standard work week

Ful1-tirne
Part - time
Temporary

C.3 0n the average,
employees in C.

February 20

133

February May

55
??

July
5

4

November

July 30 hrs/wk
November -20- hrs/wk

is the number of hours per week
the majority of your fu11-time

employees.

(b) Fu11-time employees are those who regularl-y work the
@tandard work week-of your establishrnent.

(c) Part-tine employees are those who regularly work fewer
ffimber of hours pei work week of your
establishnent.

(d) Temporary enployees are those who are hired for discon-
@time or on an irregular basis and
who workèd at least seven hours durin[ the survey
reference period.

when estimating the number of people employed by your establish-
ment, please include all persons on paid personal leave (ie.,
bereavement 1eãvêlJury düty, etc.) ,- paid- sick leave (rnòru-'
ding industrial injury leave), paid holidays and paid vaca-
tions. Persons who worked for part of the reference period
and who were unemployed or on strike for the remainder of the
reference period should also be included in your estimates.
Owners and partners of unincorpolalãil-E[sinesses and profession-
17 ,practices should be excluded from your estimates if they
did not actually work in tle establishment in question.

C.1 How many hours per week does your establishnent's

C,2

standard work week consist of? 40 hrs/wk

During the calendar year 7977, how many people were
employed in your establishment during the last pay periods
of the months of February, May, July, and November.-
Please remember to account for all persons who drew pay
for services rendered or for paid absence during all
or part of these pay periods.

5

?

how many hours per week did the part-time
2 work during the survey reference period?

hrs/wk
hrs/wkMay 20
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C.4 How many of the teÍrpora-ry employees in C.2 worked fewer
hours than the standard work week of your establishment?
February hrs/wk July - hrs/wk

May hrs/wk November hrs/wk

On the average, how many hours per week did these
enployees work during the survey reference period?

February hrs/wk July - hrs/wk

May - hrs/wk Novernber - hrs/wk

Section D: Comments



Section A:

THE DATA

THE

Gene ra1

APPENDIX E

PROCESSiNG SHEET FOR

INPUT-OUTPUT STUDY

4.1 Nane of

A.2 Adress

4.3 Date

establishment

of establishnent

Section B: Distribution of Sales

8.1 Allocation of total sales to:

(a) customers located outside of the Leaf
Rapids area (excluding tourists) P1u:
ali sales to the federal and provincial
governments

(b) customers located inside of the Leaf
Rapids area (including tourists) plus
all sales to the local government

TOTAL:

8.2 Percentage of total sales allocated to:

(a) the federal and provincial governments

(b) customers outside of the Leaf lapids.
area other than the federal and provin-
cial governments

(c) 1ocal consumers
(d) tourists
(e) the 1ocal government

(f) 1ocal business establishments

TOTAL: 100%

30%

70%

I00"ó

Ls%

r5%

r4%
aol'o

L4%

3s%



8.3 Percentage of total
(a) metal mining
(b) services incid
(c) fishing and tr
(d) construction
(e) transportation
(f) cornmunications
(g) wholesale trad
(h) retail trade
(i) finance, insur
(j ) services (busi
(k) others

- 136

sales allocated to:

ental to mining
app ing

and utilities
e

ance, and real estate
ness and personal)

0%

0%

0z
3.s%
0%

0%

0%

74%
0%

17.s%
0z

TOTAL: 3s%

Section. C: Annual Average Employment

C.1 Number of ful1-time employees:

February 5 July 5

May 5 November 5

C,2 Part-time employment converted to fu11-time job equiva-
lents:
February 1

May November

c.3 Number of temporary
of the standard work
February
May

C.4 Temporary part-time
job equivalents:
February
lulay

C.5 Total employment
February 6

May

C.6 Annual

July 3

employees who worked the equivalents
week:

July
November

enployment converted to ful1-time

July
November

(in fuI1-time job equival ents )
8July

Novemb er

average employment = 6.5 fu11-time job equivalents
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Section D: Distribution of Employrnent

0.1 Employment generated by sales to:

(a)
(b)

the federal and provincial governments
customers outside of the Leaf Rapids
area other than the federal and provin -
cial governments
loca1 consumers
touri s ts
the loca1 government
metal nining
services incidental to mining
fishing and trapping
con s truct ion
t ran sp o rtati on
communications and utilities
wholesale trade
retail trade
finance, insurance, and real estate
services (business and personal)
o thers

TOTAL:

0.98

0. 98
0. 91
0 .46
0.91

0

0
0

0.23
0
n

0
0.91

0
t.r4

0

-6:52

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(e)
(h)
(i)
(i )
(k)
(1)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)



APPENDIX F

TÏTE CGÍPUTER PROGRAI"I USED TO TIWERT lIiE MATRIX

OF DÏRECT EMPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS

COEFFICTENTS

THE PROGRA}f

$JOB WATFIV ,NOEXT
C

C PROGRAM FI]NCTTON _ TTIE TNVERSTON OF A IO BY 10 MATRIX USING
C ]NTERNATIONAL MAIÍTEMATICAL AND STATISTICAL LIBRARTES, TNC.
C (IMSL) S1JBROUTTNE LTNV2F
C

C PROGRA}f I"ANGUAGE - FORTRAN

C

I REAL A(10,10), AIIIV(IO,10), I4TKAREA(130)
2 T.A: l0
3 N:10
4 IDGT: 0
5 DO I I:lrN
6 L READ, (A(rrJ), J:lrN)
7 lrRrrE (6 ,I02)
I 102 FORMAT ('l'r'llIE MATRIX TO BE INVERTED')
9 DO 12 I:1r N
10 Lz I,IRrrE (6, 110) (A(rrJ), J=lrN)
1l 110 FORMAT ('0"10F10.4)
L2 CAIL LINV2F (ArN,IATAINVTTDGTTI^IKAREATIER)
13 rF (rER.cr.l2B) co ro 3

L4 WRITE (6,101)
15 f01 FORMAT (' lt , t THE INVERTED MATRIX' )
L6 DO 2 I:1: N

L7 2 ltRlTE (6,107) (AÏNV (rrJ), J:l,N)
18 I07 FORMAT (t0"10F10.4)
L9 r{RITE (6,200)
20 200 FoRMAT ('1 r )
21 4 STOP

22 3 WRTTE (6,108)
23 108 FORI{AT ( t 0' I t TERMINAL ERROR :r ¡ 15 )
24 coTo4
25 END

$ENTRY

PROGRÁMMING NOTES

i) lhe prograÍnts parameters are as follows:
a) A - input matrix containing the matrix to be ínverted
b) AIIW - output matrix containing the inverse of matríx A
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c) N - the ntrnber of rows and colunns in matrices A and AINV
d) TA - tÍre nr¡nber of rows in the dimension statement for matrices A

and AINV 
2

e) Wfanna - work area of dímension greater than or equal N-+3N
r) rDGr - ;:,::'ï""i,'il;.:'.T:T.;:"'i':::'::"ä.:"::":':::::.i::

IDGT decÍmal digits. The solution will be the exact solution
(without any roundoff error) to a matrix ã those elements agree
with the elements of matrix A in the first IDGT decimal digits.
The program first attempts such a solution witf-rout iterative
improvement. If this fails, then iËeraÈive ímprovement is
performed. If tJris also fails, solution is not possible and the

: * 
T,ïf 

..::::"äïi; ;'i *r :.; ii ïirir" * 
:iH: 

= 

ilo "'"'
digits in the answer whích were unchanged by tJee improvement.
Tl:re other colurrrs of matrÍx AINV are lefË unche'nged in this
case and IER is set to 131. If IDGT is specified as being equal
to zero, iÈerative improvemenË is automatically performed

g) IER - arr eïror parameter. If the value of IER ís L29, this indicates
that the matrix to be inverted is algorit-jrmically síngular. If
tl,e value of IER is 131, this indicates that the matrix to be

inverted ís too ill-conditíoned for iËerative improvement

2) Matrices A and AIIW must be mutually exclusive

3) lhe computer program shown above is written specifically for the inversion
of a 10 by 10 matrix. The program, howeverr can be used for the inversion
of any square matrix simply by changing the first Èhree statements of the
program. For example, the computer prùgram can be used for the inversíon
of a 5 by 5 matríx by c.hanging the first three statements as follows:

I REAL A(5r5), AINV(5,5), I^¡IGREA(4O)
2 TA:5
3 N:5



APPENDiX G

THE DERIVATION OF THE EMPLOYMENT
NIULTIPLIER FORMULAS USED IN THE

]NPUT-OUTPUT STUDY45

The derivation of the ernployment mu1

used in the input-output study will be il
use of a simple economic model. Let the

of a region be given by the condition:

Y-C+I+G+X

45th" derivation draws
pp. 552-55ó) and Nourse

where

the sum of all income (before taxes and
depreciation) that accrues to the regionrs
residents

C = consumption expenditures on goods and ser-
vices produced in the region as well as that
part of consumption expenditures on imported
goods and services that creates income in
the region

I = expenditures on investment_ goods produced
:-n the region as well as that part of
expenditures on imported investment goods
that creates income in the region

G = non-1oca1 and 1oca1 government expenditures
on goods and services produced in the
region as well as that part of government
expenditures on imported goods and services
that creates income in the region

X = the value of exported goods and services
that accrues to the region

In the short-run, only consumption expenditures are

assumed to be responsive to changes in the 1eve1 of regional

income. The 1eve1s of investment and government expenditures

:

Y-

tiplier formulas

lustrated with the

equilibrium income

(G.1)

heavily from Dhruvarajan et a7. (19ó9,
(1968, pp. L74-17s).
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and the leve1 of exports a're independent of the 1evel of

regional income. The 1evel of investment expenditures de-

pends more on expectatíons and interest rates while the leve1

of government expenditures depends more on contracted acti-

vities and political decisions. As for the 1evel of exports,

it is a function of the demand by non-1ocal customers for

goods and services produced in the region.

If we assume that total consumption expenditures on do-

mesti ca77y produced as well as imported goods and services is

a constant proportion of regional income, then:

C_ = c-y (G.Z)
tt

where Ca is total consumption expenditures and.t is the mar-

ginal propensity to consume. The regional component of con-

surnption expenditrrter46 is given by:

^Cl=

t-J
ct

Cr=QCt=q.tY=cY

where q is the regional component of consumption expenditures

as a proportion of total consumption expenditures and c is

the regional component of the narginal propensity to consume.

Substituting equation (C.3) into equation (G.1) yields:

Y=cY+J

Solving equation (

T+
I-

1-c

46th", is, consumption expendi
duced in the region as well as
ditures on irnported goods and
in the region.

(G.3)

(G.4)

[G.s)

and services pro-
consumption expen-
creates income

G.4

G+

+G+X

) for Y yields:

X

tures on goods
that part of

services that
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An equation which illustrates how the 1eve1 of regional
income changes with respect to a change in, sãy, the level
of exports can be obtained by differentiating equation (G.5)

with respect to exports, as follows:

dY = 1 (c.6)
dX 1-c

where dY is the change in the leve1 of regional income and

dX is the change in the level of exports. Rearranging equa-

tion (G.6) as follows:

dY= 1 ,--

-dx
1-c

(G.7)

(c.8)

yields an, equation which can be used to assess the change in
the leve1 of regional income resulting from a given change in
the level of exports. Using the same procedure for the

other two terms in the numerator of equation (G.S) yields:

dY= 1 dI
1-c

where dI is the change in the leve1 of investment expendi-

tures, and:

dY= 1 dc (G.e)
1-c

where dG is the change in the 1eve1 of governrnent expenditures.

It can be seen in equations (G.7) to (G.g) that a change

in the leve1 of investment expenditures, government expendi-

tures, or exports causes the 1eve1 of regional income to

change by some multiple of the initial change in the leve1

of investment expenditures, government expenditures, or

exports. This multiple, which in all three equations is the
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same, 1s :

ST
1 - c (G.10)

where k^- is a multiplier which measures the impact on re -
SÏ

gional income, in the short-run, of a given change in the

1eve1 of investment expenditures, government expenditures,

or exports.

In the long-run, investment expenditures are assumed to

be dependent on the level of regional income. For example,

as the region, and hence regional income, grows, firms are

induced to expand if they are to meet the 1oca1 demand for

their output. Sinilarly, as the region grows, the 1evel of

housing investment will rÍse as new houses and apartment

buildings are built to house the increasing population. If

we assume that total investment expendítures on domestic

as well as imported goods and services are a constant pro-

portion of regional income, then:

Ia = itY (G.11)

k

where It is total investment expenditures and ia is the

marginal propensity to invest. The regional component of

investment expenditt.rt"r4T is given by:

[ = (I )r = mf . = rni.y = iYT]-'t r rt
(G.12)

where m is the regional conponent of investment expenditures

47Th^t is, expenditures on investment goods and
produced in the region as well as that part of i
ãnd expenditures on imported goods and services
income in the region.

s ervl ces
nve s tmen t
that creates
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as a proportion of total investment expenditures and i ís

the regional component of the marginal propensity to invest

Total government expenditures in the region are the

sum of expenditures by 1oca1 and non-1oca1 governments.

That is:

G-G-+Çr nI (G.13)

where Gt is loca1 government expenditures on goods and

services produced in the region as well as that part of 1oca1

governnent expenditures on imported good and services that

creates income in the region and Gn1 is non-local government

expenditures on goods and services produced in the region

as well as that part of non-local government expenditures

on imported goods and services that cr"eates income in the

region.

In the long-run, 1oca1 government expenditures, like

investment expenditures, are assurned to be dependent on the

level of regional income. For example, as the region, and

hence regional income, grows, the demand for roads, schools,

municipal facilities, and other such services provided by

the 1ocal government will rise. This, in turn, should induce

the 1oca1 government to increase its expenditures. As for

non-1ocal government expenditures, these are assumed to be

unresponsive to the leve1 of regional income. As pointed

out by Dhruvarajan et al. (1969, p. 554), while these expen-

ditures may have some relation to regional income, the rela-

tion is rather tenuous and it is better to assume that they

are independent of the level of regional income.
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as well

portion

we

AS

of

145

assume that total loca1 government on domestic

irnported goods and services is a constant pro-

regional income, then:

G" - g*Y
L_Lt

(G.14j

where G- is total 1ocal government expenditures and gt istt

the marginal propensity to spend of the 1ocal government.

The regional component of 1oca1 government expenditrt"r4S

is given by:

õ - Grt1 -( t 
) Gl = flGt = ng*Y = gY

G- tt 't L

1t
(G.1s)

(G.17)

where n is the regional component of 1ocal government expen-

ditures as a pr,oportion of total loca1 government expenditures

and g is the regional component of the marginal propensity

to spend of the 1oca1 government. Substituting equation

(G. 15) into equation (G. 13) yields :

G = gY * Gr,l (G.16)

As for the level of exports, these are assuned in the

long-run, like in the short-run, to be independent of the

1eve1 of regional income.

Substituting equations (G.3), and (G.LZ) into equation

(G.16ù yields:

Y-cY+iY+gY*Gnl+X

48th"a is, local government expenditures on goods and
services produced in the region as well as that paft of
local govèrnment expenditures on imported goods and ser-
vices that creates income in the region.
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equation for Y yields:

G.+Xn1 (G.18)
1-(c+i+g)

An equation which illustrates how the 1eve1 of regional
income changes with respect to a change in, sãy, the level
of exports can be obtained by differentiating equation

(G.18) with respect to exports, âs follows:

Solving the above

dY=
dX

Rearranging equation

dY=

+ oìb)

as follows:

(G.1e)
(c + i

(G.1e)

1
dX (G.20)

change in

change in

the other

1 - (c + i * g)

yields an equation which can be used to assess the

the 1eve1 of regional income resulting from a given

the 1evel of exports. Using the same procedure for
term in the numerator of equation (G.19) yields:

dG
n-L

k-=1T

dY- 1 (G.21)
1-(c+i*g)

where dGrrl is the change in the leve1 of non-loca1 goveïnment

expenditures.

It can be seen in equations (G.20) and (G.21) that a

change in the 1evel of non-1ocaI government expenditures or

in the 1evel of exports causes the level of regional income

to change by some nultiple of the initial change in the

level of non-Ioca1 government expenditures or exports. This

multip1e, which in both equations is the same, is:

1-(c+i+g)
(G .22)
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where k1, is a multiplier which measures the impact on re-
gional income, in the long-Tun, of a given change in the

1eve1 of non-1ocal government expenditures oï in the leve1

of exports.

The regional component of the narginal pïopensity to
consume can be computed using the formula:

c=Âc
AY

(G.23)

where Ac is the change in the regional component of consump-

tion expenditures and AY is the change in regional income.

sinilarly, the regional component of the narginal propensity

to invest can be computed using the formula:

i = 
^I (G.24)
*

where 
^r 

is the change in the regional component of invest-
ment expenditures, while the regional component of the

narginal propensity to spend of the loca1 government can be

computed using the formula:

g = oG1
(G.2s)

AY

where oG1 is the change in the regional component of local
government expenditures .

If we assume that in the case of our hypothetical econo-

my, marginal propensities are equal to average propensities,
then equation (G.23) can be rewritten as:

C

c=_
Y

(G .26)
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Simi1-arIy, equations (G.24) and (c 25) can be rewritten as:

and

I
-L-

Y

G.
1

b
Y

Substituting the above

and (G.23) yields:

1-C

Y

and

klt =

three equations

(G "27)

(c.28)

into equations (G.10)

(G.2e)

-t c + J + $ 
) (G.30)

(c . 31)

Y

Now, if we assume that, in our hypothetical economy,

employment is proportional to income, then equation (G.zg)

can be rewritten as follows:
.1
Á sï1-E

c

E.

where E. is total employment generated directly and indirectly
by the regional component of consumption expenditures and Ea

is total regional ernployment. This formula yields a multiplier
which measures the inpact on total regional employment, in
the short-run, of a change in the 1evel of employment in the

investment, government (both 1oca1 and non-1oca1), and export
sectors of our hypothetical economy.
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Simit.ar1-y, equation (G.30) can he rewritten as follows:

E + E. + E-c 1 Ig
(G.32)

1-(
Et

where E.: is total employrnent generated directly and indirectly
1

by the regional component of investment expenditures and Ur,

is total employment generated directJ.y and indirectly by

the regional component of loca1 expenditures. This formula

yields a multiplier which measures the impact on total re -

gíona1 employment, in the long-run, of a change in the level

of employment in the non-1oca1 government and export sectors

of our hypothetical economy.

The multipliers i-n equations (G.31) and (G.32) focus on

the effects on our hypothetical economy of a change in the

1eve1 of employment in the investment, government, and export

sectors as worked through the system via consumer spending

in the case of the short-Tun multiplier and via consumer

spending, investrnent expenditures, and loca1 government expen-

ditures in the case of the long-run multiplier. In other

words, the two multipliers measure the direct and induced

impact on total employment of a change in the leve1 of

employment in these sectors.

It is important to note that in addition to an induced

irnpact on total employnent, a direct change in the Ieve1 of

ernployment in aîy one of the above-mentioned sectors has,

because of inter-industry linkages, ãfl indirect impact on

k1t =
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total employment. This stems from the fact that firms and

industries generally make purchases from other firns and

industries, which in turn make purchases from other firns and

industries, and so on. Thus, for example, a direct increase

in employment from exports in a given industry causes, through

its inter-industry linkages, the 1evel of income and employ-

ment in its supplying industries to increase.

The indirect impact on total employment can be taken

into account by mocli fying equations (G . 31) and (G ,32) as

follows:

1--Vt(-"sr 1 _ E (G.33)
c

E.
L

and

i- = k
rrE+E.+E.

c 1 19
(G.34)

i-(
Et

where k is total employment generated direct1-y and indirectly
by the regional component of expenditures in the sector for
which the multiplier is being computed divided by total

enploynent generated directl-y by the regional component of

expenditures in the sector in question.


